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Abstract
Multi-access Edge Cloud (MEC) is an emerging solution which aims to reduce the
latency between the User Equipment (UE)/Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices and the
decision making nodes. MEC may incorporate other cloud computing paradigms
such as fog computing, in which IoT devices share their virtualized computation and
storage resources for hosting MEC applications.

Recent attacks such as those against Asus and SolarWinds have proved the
necessity for extending the root of trust further back into software supply chain. For
this reason, our focus is on Mobile Edge Network security, specifically on container
image and instance integrity by using the Trusted Computing Model. We addressed
this by extending the existing container lifecycle.

The proposed container image signature format includes the information about
the container image configuration along with the Build Environment (BE) integrity
claims. The BE integrity claims are composed during the container image build, all
of which are performed within an attestation session. With the provided information
about the integrity of the build platform, the user is able to prevent the existing
supply chain attacks and the compromise of the target host devices. Additionally, we
implemented a container instance attestation mechanism within a MEC prototype
and provided its implementation details.

Our system implementation architecture consists of the following: an integrity
attestation mechanism based on Trusted Computing Model (attestation server, trust
agent, Trusted Platform Module), container images and instances, container image
registry, IoT devices, and a certificate transparency log for storing the container
image signatures.

The resulting modeled mechanism is practical and applicable to consumer MEC
cloud deployments, whose design is based on open standards and state-of-the-art
solutions.
Keywords Containers, OCI, Kubernetes, MEC, Cloud, Attestation, TPM
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1 Introduction
Multi-Access Edge Cloud (MEC) is an emerging architecture for extending cloud
computing services to the periphery of mobile base stations. The main benefit
of MEC is to reduce the response latency between the Internet of Things (IoT)
devices and decision-making nodes. Besides MEC, other edge paradigms include
Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC), cloudlets, and fog computing, all of which may
coexist within MEC. Some of these edge paradigms such as fog-computing enable
the scenarios where the IoT devices share their computation and storage resources
by hosting parts of or entire MEC applications [1], [2].

Some limitations of the centralized cloud computing model is the missing awareness
of location, accessibility, and jitter linked to common Wide Area Networks. MEC
overcomes these limitations by providing portability administration, information
about location, geographical allocation, scalability, and ultra-low latency. MEC
is especially designed for critical infrastructure use cases. Critical infrastructure
requirements include latency down to 1 ms and reliability up to 99.99% . For example
industrial automation services may demand a latency between 0.25 ms and 10 ms
and a 10−9 loss rate [1].

However, the combination of IoT applications and centralized cloud computing
introduces certain limitations and threats. Moreover, the accelerated growth of
big data sets produced by IoT may create traffic overhead on telecommunications
networks [1].

1.1 MEC Threat Vectors
The MEC architecture is divided between two levels: MEC system level (the level
responsible for the client level management through the provided client interfaces),
and MEC host level (the level at which reside the virtualization infrastructure and
the hosting platform, along with the corresponding managers). Ranaweera et al. [2]
have identified five main threat vector groups:

1. Access Network threat vectors;

2. Mobile Edge Network (MEN) threat vectors;

3. Core Network threat vectors;

4. Architectural threat vectors;

5. Other threat vectors.

The focus of the thesis is on MEN threat vectors, specifically on virtualization
infrastructure integrity and container integrity, including Open Container Initiative
(OCI) container image integrity and instance integrity.

The most popular approaches to deploying virtualized infrastructures are those
based on virtual machines or the lightweight virtualization techniques such as con-
tainers. According to the surveys provided by Datadog, by the beginning of April
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2018, Docker was adopted by more than 23.4% of their customers [3], among which
90% of the running containers were orchestrated, and more than half of the container
environments were managed by Kubernetes [4].

The rising popularity of the container based deployments can be explained by
the advantages of the containers over virtual machines. Containers are lightweight,
containing only the application executable, its dependencies and the minimal configu-
ration. Containers are volatile (the container state is not persistent after restart), easy
to deploy and replicate, and require less computational resources. The container’s
size is on the order of megabytes, while the size of the virtual machine is on the order
of gigabytes [5]. In the reality of MEC-based systems, resource efficiency is the most
important characteristic due to the limited computational and storage resources of
the edge hosting devices, i.e. IoT devices in fog computing.

Because container-based virtualization is based on sharing the host operating
system, the isolation between containers is weaker than that between Virtual Machines
(VMs), which may leave the underlying system open to the privilege escalation attacks.
Additionally, as pointed out by NIST [6], container image and VM image distribution
is another target for attacks on the host platform such as supply chain attacks and
image spoofing. Given the rising popularity of container based deployments, it is
important to provide a secure and robust mechanism for deploying and managing
the containers (i.e., establishing the integrity of the deployed container images,
establishing the integrity of the running container instances and establishing the
integrity of the underlying virtualization environment and its configuration, etc.).
We propose to address these security aspects by using the Trusted Computing Model.

1.2 Trusted Computing Model
The Trusted Computing Model introduces an additional hardware component in the
form of a Trusted Platform Module (TPM) for securely storing a limited amount of
data (e.g., decryption and signing keys) which may be required for system operation
or which can be used for measuring system integrity [7]. The TPM may be used
to lock a small portion of non-volatile memory against the state of the Platform
Configuration Registers (PCRs), which are append-only memory banks used for
measuring the integrity of the system configuration or the integrity of a specific
application. This process is called sealing. In order to access the sealed data, the
user must perform TPM authentication (i.e., the TPM must be in exactly the same
state as when the sealing was performed). One example of relevant data that must
be protected can be a master key from which are derived the keys for information
decryption and signing, or integrity checking by securely attesting the state of the
firmware and software running on the device.

1.3 Research questions and goals
The main goal of the thesis is to formulate a mechanism for establishing the integrity
of the virtualization infrastructure components such as the container images and
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container instances by using the Trusted Computing Model and the root of trust for
reporting such as Trusted Platform Module (TPM).

In order to achieve it, our implementation must satisfy several requirements. We
have formulated two main requirements:

• R-1: Users must be able to securely identify the software implementing a
remote service.

• R-2: The overall performance should not be significantly degraded (e.g., relative
to the service without attestation).

There are three research questions to be addressed while implementing the given
thesis.

• Q-1: What components does the client want to attest and what are the
properties to be attested for a single cluster component?

• Q-2: How can we securely provision container images to the working nodes?

• Q-3: How can we tolerate the compromise of a virtualization infrastructure
component (container image, container instance, container runtime configura-
tion)?

The solution must be evaluated according to the above formulated thesis require-
ments. The scope of the thesis is to evaluate the scenario of integrating the trusted
computing services within a MEC infrastructure and to create a demo deployment
of such an integration. The main component of the resulting solution will be a
model for securely attesting the integrity of the MEC virtualization infrastructure
configuration, container images and container instances.

1.4 Proposed Solution
The first part of the solution addresses the problem of securely provisioning and
attesting container images such as OCI container images to the MEC nodes. This
includes creating and signing container images, pushing the images to the registry,
pulling (provisioning) to the agent nodes and verifying their authenticity and integrity.
All these operations must be performed in an attestable fashion according to the
Trusted Computing Model. The proposed solution consists of including in the
container image signature the integrity claims of the building environment (i.e.,
firmware, Operating System (OS), configuration of the container image building
tools and their binary executable digests, etc.).

The second part of the solution addresses the problem of securely running the
containers such as OCI containers on the agent nodes. This includes attesting the
configuration of the virtualization infrastructure on the agent nodes prior to starting
the container (integrated within the container lifecycle), attesting the authenticity
of the container by matching the expected container image with the image of the
running container, and attest that the running container state has not been tampered
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prior its start or while it was running (i.e., that there was no additional processes
spawned, no additional files created, no privilege escalation occurred, etc.).

A prototyping environment is set up using the Kubernetes [8] Application Pro-
gramming Interface (API).

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background of
the thesis and the related work. Section 3 addresses the system design and the adapted
remote attestation concepts. Section 4 describes the container image attestation
processes. Section 5 presents the container instance attestation processes. Section 6
contains the attestation environment and the proof-of-concept implementation of our
solution. Section 7 discusses the feasibility of our solution and future work. Section 8
outlines the results of the thesis.



2 Background Study and Related Work
The rising number of mobile devices, Internet of Things (IoT) devices and their tight
inter-connectivity within high-throughput and latency-sensitive scenarios such as
smart city, vehicle-to-vehicle communication, smart medical environment and remote
surgeries impose new requirements for higher bandwidth (up to 10 Gbps), lower
latency (down to 1 ms), and increased quality of service and quality of experience [1].
These requirements are even more critical in the industrial IoT scenario where the
machine-to-machine communication requires ultra low latency with intensely high
reliability, availability, and security. Thus, the existing network infrastructure along
with cloud computing technologies need to be changed in order to fulfill the above
mentioned requirements.

In this section we will present the background technologies and will describe
their properties. The sections covers: Multi-Access Edge Cloud (MEC) architecture
and its threat vectors, virtualization infrastructure architecture, container properties
and lifecycle, Trusted Computing Model, Certificate Transparency logs, and the
existing container signing and attestation solutions. All the technologies and concepts
presented in this section represent the foundation for our solution.

2.1 Multi-access Edge Cloud Computing (MEC)
MEC is an architecture standard for edge computing. The aim of MEC is to enable
low-latency, high-throughput and nearly real-time communication for the latency-
sensitive applications which are deployed on the hosts located at the network’s edge.
Due to the closeness of the applications hosts and end consumers, MEC enables new
distributed application deployment scenarios for the cloud-native applications within
the network operators ecosystem.

One of the scenarios is a high-speed railway environment. Modern high-speed
trains are designed to travel at an average speed of 350–400 km/h or 100–110 m/s
[9]. Given the high mobility of the train relative to the base stations and the low-
latency requirement for the decision-making operation, the given use case justifies
the shipment of the computational services onto the premises of the hosting platform
– in this case the train.

Given the close proximity of the device and the potential attacker (the attacker in
this case may even be physically located in the train), the attack surface is increased
because the attacker can directly connect to the hosting node or the IoT device and
gain full or partial control over the device. There are several questions that should
be answered regarding the trust of the service applications such as:

• Is the service running on the same device it was issued to?

• Was the container image built in a trusted environment [10]?

• Given the service controller is a containerized application, is the running
container instanced from the correct container image?
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• Is the container instance trusted (did someone alter the environment variables,
filesystem bundle, or container capabilities)?

2.1.1 MEC Architecture

Figure 1 presents the Multi-Access Edge Cloud (MEC) architecture. A MEC system
generally consists of several entities: the MEC host (including of the MEC platform,
MEC applications, virtualization infrastructure), the MEC management and orches-
tration, and the external related entities such as network level entities and customer
service portals [11].

Figure 1: Multi-Access Edge Cloud (MEC) Architecture (adapted from [11]) is
divided in two levels: system and host. MEC system level provides the user man-
agement interfaces and the high-level edge orchestrator functionality. The host
level encompasses the MEC hosts (which contain the MEC platforms and the MEC
applications), the virtualization infrastructure and the platform managers.

The MEC components are divided between two MEC operating levels: MEC host
level and MEC system level. The MEC system level consists of several entities such
as:

• Device applications – applications residing on the end-user’s device that have
the capability to interact with the MEC;

• Customer facing service portals – third-party customer (e.g., commercial enter-
prises) portal that enables the selection of services to be provided by the MEC
for satisfying the customer’s needs;
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• User applications lifecycle management proxy – the responsible entity for autho-
rizing and executing the device application requests regarding user application
on-boarding, instantiation, and termination;

• Operation/Business Support System (OSS/BSS) – operator component which
authorizes and forwards the requests received from customer facing portal and
device applications;

• Multi-access edge orchestrator – encompasses the main functionality of the MEC
system level. The main functions are: establishing an overview of the available
hosts, resources, services, and topology; managing applications instantiation,
termination, and migration; supplying application packages (including checking
packages integrity and authenticity).

The MEC host level delimits the boundaries of the hosting platform and its
management. There are three main components of the MEC host level:

• MEC platform manager – the main MEC application lifecycle management
component. The platform manager administers application rules and require-
ments and processes the fault reports and performance measurements from the
virtualization infrastructure manager.

• Virtualization infrastructure manager – the entity administering the allocation
of the virtualized resources of the virtualized infrastructure and collecting and
reporting the performance metrics.

• MEC host – represents the underlying hosting infrastructure of the MEC
applications. The MEC host consists of several entities:

– MEC platform – the entity that offers the environment where the appli-
cations can access and discover MEC services. Additionally, the MEC
platform applies the traffic rules received from the MEC platform manager
and configures the Domain Name Server (DNS) proxy.

– Virtualization infrastructure – the entity that provides the storage, com-
pute and network resources for running the MEC applications. Moreover,
the virtualization infrastructure executes the traffic rules set by the MEC
platform manager on top of the included data plane and routes the com-
munication traffic among MEC services, applications, local and external
networks, 3GPP network.

– MEC applications – virtualized applications that implement the MEC
service functionality. The applications can have assigned a set of rules
such as maximum latency, depending services, required resources, etc.

The inter-component communication is leveraged through three groups of appli-
cation interfaces called reference points. MEC platform reference points (Mp1, Mp2,
Mp3) are used for the communication among the MEC platform, MEC applications,
and virtualization infrastructure. MEC management reference points (Mm1, Mm2,
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. . . , Mm9) are used for the communication among the management and hosting
entities such as MEC edge orchestrator, MEC platform manager, virtualization
manager, virtualization infrastructure, and MEC platform. The last reference points
group is the group related to external entities communication (Mx1, Mx2), which
enables the link from the customer facing portal and the device applications to the
OSS/BSS and user application lifecycle management proxy.

2.1.2 MEC Threat Vectors

Besides the general information system security aspects, Ranaweera et al. [2] enu-
merated five MEC security threat vector groups: a) Access Network threat vectors,
b) Mobile Edge Network (MEN) threat vectors, c) Core Network threat vectors, d)
Architectural threat vectors, and e) Other threat vectors. Each of these attack vector
groups are divided into more specific subgroups or domains.

Access Network threat vectors can be divided into three generic domains:

1. Link between the Base Station (BS) and the User Equipment (UE) (e.g.,
eavesdropping and hijacking, jamming and Denial of Service (DoS), malicious
node injection);

2. Ad-hoc connectivity between the UEs (e.g., attacks on short-range communica-
tion technologies, device-to-device traffic offloading);

3. User Equipment (UE) as a primary target (e.g., physical attacks, side channel
attacks, software or firmware malware, mobile delegation, vulnerabilities in
gateway services, overloading resources).

MEN threat vectors specifically address the entities of the MEC system located
at the host level: Virtualization Infrastructure Manager (VIM), Mobile Edge Hosts
(MEHs), and Mobile Edge Platform Manager (MEPM). According to Ranaweera et
al. [2], the threat vectors can be grouped into seven domains (see Figure 2):

1. Mobile Edge Platform Manager (MEPM) (e.g., feeding fake configuration /
feedback data, infected UE apps and Mobile Edge (ME) apps, Virtual Machine
(VM) based attacks);

2. Virtualization Infrastructure Manager (VIM) (e.g., VM based attacks, mislead-
ing system entities);

3. Mobile Edge Host (MEH) (e.g., VM based attacks, misusing internal entities
by delivering erroneous statistics, exploiting the connection to the User Plane
Function (UPF), side channel attacks on VMs);

4. Connectivity between Mobile Edge Hosts (MEHs) (e.g., malicious injections,
rogue mobile edge apps);

5. MEC platform connectivity between the core and the edge (e.g., attacks on
radio channels, attacks on microwave links, attacks on fiber optic connections,
attacks on satellite links);
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Figure 2: Visualization of Access, Core, and Mobile Edge threat vectors as summarized
by Ranaweera et al. [2] (image adapted from [2]).

6. Mobile Edge apps connectivity which are managed under Mobile Edge Hosts
(MEHs) at different Base Stations (BSs) (e.g., Man-in-the-middle, attacks on
migrating services);

7. Connectivity with the cloud servers and the Mobile Edge Host (MEH) (e.g.,
intervening attacks, packet sniffing, malicious injections).

The third group represents the core network attack vectors and addresses the
MEC system level components as well as backhaul network. Core Network threat
vectors target:

1. User Application Lifecycle Management Proxy (e.g., access interface attacks,
apps lifecycle manipulation);
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2. Operation Support System (OSS) (e.g., service denying attacks, provisioning
erroneous information during the registration process);

3. Mobile Edge Orchestrator (MEO) (e.g., attacks on resource manipulation,
security-log troubleshooting attacks);

4. Customer Facing Service Portal (e.g., DoS attacks);

5. Mobile Edge Orchestrator (MEO) connectivity with the 5G Core Network (e.g.,
TCP/IP attacks on the link between Mobile Edge Orchestrator (MEO) and
5G Core Network, the absence of a standard interface);

6. 5G Core Network (e.g., softwarized core, typical attacks on Virtualized Network
Functions (VNFs), mismatching policies, VNF based service denying attacks,
VNF software flaws, hypervisor flaws, migration issues).

The fourth group enumerates the architectural attack vectors and target the
deployment of the MEC solutions. The architectural attack vectors are:

1. Network slicing (attacks on slices vulnerabilities, slice validation issues, imper-
sonation attacks, slices compatibilities, slices complexity);

2. Traffic steering (application functions vulnerabilities, service function chaining);

3. Service migration (malicious code injection, mobile agents migration attacks);

4. Mobility management (availability threats, UE mobility complexity, VM /
container based attacks, impersonation attacks, 5G base stations with low
security level).

The remaining threats concern the telecommunication operators or the UE that
do not belong to any of the above mentioned groups. Other attack vectors include:

1. Charging and billing for MEC subscriptions (problematic scalability and variety
of Mobile Edge Services (MES), constrained traceability);

2. Service delaying attacks (flows in the access control systems, delays due to the
Quality of Experience (QoE) paradigm, DoS attacks, jamming attacks);

3. Mobile offloading (cache poisoning, credential transmission);

4. Virtualization and orchestration at the edge (migration and offloading, VM /
container based attacks, threats on software and orchestrators).

There are at least five threat vectors perspectives to look from [2]. In order to
address the research questions in this thesis, we will analyze the Mobile Edge Host
(MEH) attacks and, specifically, those concerning the virtualization infrastructure.
Additionally, we will analyze the virtualization and orchestration at the edge and
their attacks.
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2.2 Virtualization Infrastructure and Containers
A MEC virtualization infrastructure implementation can be based on virtual machines,
containers, or it can be a mixture of both. In this thesis the focus is on the
virtualization infrastructure implemented using Kubernetes, Docker, and Open
Container Initiative (OCI) containers. According to Zhang et al. [5], there are three
main differences between containers and virtual machines:

1. A container contains only the executables and their user-space, while VMs
contain also the virtualized Operating System (OS);

2. A virtual machine requires a hypervisor, while a container does not;

3. VM image files are not shared among different virtual machine instances, while
container images have a layered based architecture where some of the layers
(or all of them) may be shared among different containers.

Thus, the main benefits of choosing containers versus virtual machines is their
lightweight and volatile nature which makes them easy to deploy, scale and replicate.

A container is an isolated environment that represents an application or a piece
of software which runs as a process onto an OS [5]. In the context of MEC, a
container usually serves as an application. The container blueprint is called an image
and it represents a pre-configured environment. The container image includes the
application executables, their dependencies and libraries necessary for the application
to run.

The same image may be used to instantiate multiple containers on the same host
machine. Differently from virtual machines, containers do not include in themselves
the kernel and drivers. The kernel and the drivers are supplied by the underlying
host operating system. The container isolation is achieved by utilizing cgroups [12],
capabilities [13] and namespaces [14].

The end users operate with containers usually by utilizing the tools such as
Docker [15], Skopeo [16] or Kaniko [17] for building, inspecting, copying and signing
container images, and Docker-Compose [18], Docker Swarm [19], or Kubernetes [8],
[20] for deploying, replicating and orchestrating containers instances. Docker is one
of the first products to enable Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) product solutions
that uses OS-level virtualization utilized mainly for building and running containers.
IaaS is a cloud computing service which offers storage, compute, and networking
resources on demand.

The main benefit of containers is their inter-platform portability, which means that
a container image built and run on one machine will be able to run on another machine
with the same architecture and OS [21]. While building and running containers
is useful, Docker does not provide any mechanism for scaling and orchestrating
containers during runtime. Docker-Compose and Docker Swarm overcome this
limitation and provide the management and orchestration capabilities for lightweight
containers. Unfortunately, their Application Programming Interface (API) is not
sufficient for a highly distributed environment. For this reason, Kubernetes is a
better solution [20].
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Figure 3: The representation of the hierarchy of the entities involved in container
management and container specification. The top to down relation represents the
dependencies between the container management layers. The first layer is the
high-level management components (e.g., Docker, Kubernetes). The second layer
represents the high-level container runtime applications (e.g., Containerd, CRI-O,
Podman) which must implement the CRI in order to be integrated with Kubernetes.
The third layer represents the low-level container runtime applications (e.g., Runc).
While a high-level container runtime is able to manage the container image, the
low-level container runtime is only able to manage container instances. The low-level
container runtime must implement the OCI Runtime Specification.

There are multiple tools and specifications that operate with and define the
behavior of the containers. Among them, the most important are: docker1, Kuber-
netes, Container Runtime Interface (CRI) specification, containerd, CRI-O, OCI
specifications and runc. The relationship among them is depicted in Figure 3.

There are two major container runtime solutions that implement CRI: containerd
and CRI-O. Our focus will be on containerd, the default high-level container runtime
implementation that is used by Kubernetes.

Another layer of the virtualization stack is represented by Open Container Initia-
tive (OCI) specifications [22]. There are two major OCI specifications: the Image
Specification, also referred to as image-spec, and the Runtime Specification, also
referred to as runtime-spec. OCI Image Specification describes the process of building,
transporting and preparing the container image for instantiation [23]. OCI Runtime

1Note the difference between Docker the company and docker the container management tool,
also referred to as docker-cli.

https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/commandline/cli/
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Specification describes the configuration, lifecycle and the execution environment of a
container [24]. The low-level container runtime, runc, implements the OCI Runtime
Specification. Both OCI specifications and their relationship with the container
lifecycle will be covered in the following sections.

2.2.1 Container Lifecycle

A container lifecycle can be described at two levels. The high-level container lifecycle
describes the process which begins with preparing the container image blueprint
and building the container image, and ends with establishing the integrity of the
container, stopping/removing the running container and cleaning up the resources.
In order to describe the lifecycle better, we divide the high-level container lifecycle
into two smaller blocks: container image lifecycle and container instance
lifecycle. The low-level container lifecycle describes the process of instantiating the
container from the OCI Runtime Specification point of view.

Figure 4: Container image lifecycle. The developer chooses the build environment
and attests its integrity (steps 1 and 2). Next, the developer prepares the application
code, builds the container, and signs it (steps 3, 4, and 5). The developer publishes
the container image and its signature (steps 6 and 7). The user retrieves the container
image and its signature (steps 8 and 9) and verifies the signature (step 10).

There are two main entities involved in the container image lifecycle: the developer
and the user. The developer is responsible for preparing the application codebase
and executables, building and signing the container image, and publishing the image
by pushing it to the container registry. The user retrieves the container image along
with the image signature, and verifies the signature.
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Figure 4 illustrates several events of the container image lifecycle:

Interaction 1 involves the developer and the build environment. The developer
chooses a build environment for the container. The build environment must be
trusted and attested (e.g., the attestation of the device may be performed by
using a Trusted Platform Module (TPM)).

Interaction 2 is a complex interaction involving the developer, the Attestation
Server (AS), and the build environment. The developer triggers the integrity
attestation of the build environment. The attestation is performed by an
attestation server which uses a Trust Agent (TA) running on the attested
platform. The TA is part of the attestation environment and provides the
platform attestation interface. If the given step is missing from the container
lifecycle, the integrity of the to-be-built container image cannot be guaranteed
as the image configuration may be changed by the compromised environment.
Additionally, even though the integrity of the build environment is attested,
there is no link between the attestation result and the container image.

Interaction 3 involves only the developer. The developer prepares the application
in the form of the application interpretable code or an executable. Along
with the application code, the developer creates the blueprint for the future
container image. Usually, the image blueprint is a Dockerfile.

Interaction 4 involves only the developer and the container image build tool. The
developer builds the container image given the service executables and the
blueprint. The output of the current step represents the container image in
the form of the container manifest and the layers blobs (see Section 2.2.2 for
more details).

Interaction 5 involves the developer and the container image signing tool. The
resulting container image is signed. The signature of the container image may
have different format depending on the used tool (e.g., the signature format of
Notary v2 uses the JSON Web Token (JWT) format, while the output format
of cosign is a one-layered container image referencing the original image and
where the layer represents the signature blob).

Interaction 6 involves the developer and the container registry. The container
image is pushed to the registry.

Interaction 7 is a complex interaction involving the developer and one of signature
storages: container registry or transparency log. Depending on the container
signing method, the container image signature can be pushed either to the
same container registry where the image resides (Notary v2), or the signature
can be pushed to a transparency log (cosign).

Interaction 8 involves the user and the container registry. The user retrieves the
container image from the container registry.
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Interaction 9 is a complex interaction involving the user and one of signature
storages: container registry or transparency log. The user retrieves the container
image signature. The signature may be located within the same container
registry as the container image or in a transparency log.

Interaction 10 involves only the user. Upon container image signature verification
a decision is made about the container image trust.

The overview described above is made from a high-level viewpoint and it must
be expanded in the specific use case implementation. One drawback of the lifecycle
described above is the absence of information in the container image manifest about
the integrity of the build platform. One possible attack vector is characterized
by the attack corrupting the build environment, altering the image source code,
configuration, or the image executable at build time by inserting malware, after
which the building process continues as normal [25].

Next, the container image is signed and shipped to the container registry. The
signature has the role of proving the provenance of the container image, but does
not provide any information about the environment this image was built on or about
the integrity of the source code. To be noted that the Dockerfile configuration can
be obtained from the resulting container image, and, thus, be compared with the
original configuration. There are several possible mitigations for the given attack
which will be covered in Section 4.

The second issue with the container image lifecycle presented above consists in
the fact that the currently available container image signing tools, such as Notary
v22 and cosign,3 do not have any TPM integration. Moreover, Notary v2 leaves
key management to the developer, while cosign currently does not support any
signing keys other then the ones generated internally by the cosign tool itself.

The second part of the high-level container lifecycle is represented by the instance
lifecycle. During the container instance lifecycle there is just one entity that is mainly
involved – the orchestrator. The orchestrator might be a person or a process within
the virtualization infrastructure manager MEC component. Figure 5 enumerates
several events of the instance lifecycle:

Interaction 1 involves the orchestrator and the host device. The orchestrator
chooses the host device for container instantiation. The device must be trusted
and attested (e.g., the attestation of the device may be performed using a
TPM).

Interaction 2 is a complex interaction involving the orchestrator, the attestation
service and the host device. The orchestrator requests the integrity attestation
of the hosting device using the TA running on the host device. The TA
implements and provides the platform attestation interface. If the device is
trusted, the orchestrator may initiate container deployment.

2Notary Project Overview, https://github.com/notaryproject/notaryproject
3Cosign, https://github.com/sigstore/cosign

https://github.com/notaryproject/notaryproject
https://github.com/sigstore/cosign
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Figure 5: Container instance lifecycle. The orchestrator chooses a host device and
attests its integrity (steps 1 and 2). Next, the orchestrator retrieves the container
image and instructs the container runtime to instantiate the container (steps 3, 4,
and 5).

Interaction 3 involves only the orchestrator. The orchestrator retrieves the con-
tainer image and verifies its signature.

Interaction 4 is a more complex interaction involving the orchestrator and the
container runtime. The orchestrator requests container instantiation by calling
the container runtime.

Interaction 5 involves only the container runtime. The container runtime creates
the container instance and provides the container management API.

One of the drawbacks of the lifecycle presented above is the absence of the
container instance integrity checking mechanism. Once the container is instantiated,
the attacker may gain control of the running container instance by leveraging one
of the vulnerabilities of the container image or in the underlying container runtime.
Without a container instance integrity mechanism, the orchestrator cannot decide
whether an instance is compromised.

2.2.2 Attestable Container Properties

An attestable property of an entity can be defined as a property which satisfies one
of the following:

a) There exists a static expected value for the given property;

b) There exists a rule (in the form of an expected value range or a matching
pattern) that can be applied to the given entity property.
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Listing 1: Dockerfile for hello container image.

1 FROM alpine
2
3 RUN echo "Hello" >> /etc/world.txt
4 RUN echo " world\!" >> /etc/world.txt

In order to establish the integrity of a container image and instance it is necessary
to identify the attestable properties of a container. We will begin with the attestable
properties of a container image by explaining what is a container and how is it
created.

The container image is the result of a process called “building” which has as input
the configuration of the image and the executable (or source code) of the service
application that should be contained within the image.

The blueprint of the container image represents a Dockerfile which consists of
an instruction set for the container image building tool.4 Listing 1 presents the
configuration of a basic demo container image in the form of a Dockerfile. The
mandatory instruction of the Dockerfile is FROM. The FROM instruction specifies the
base image upon which the current image is built – in our case, this is the alpine
image (line 1). The next instructions usually represent the operations for adding
additional files, installing packages and dependencies, or setting permissions of the
image content – in our case, we create a new file and then alter it’s content (lines 3
and 4). Each instruction of the Dockerfile is represented by a set of changes that need
to be applied to the result of the previous instruction. The resulting changes of an
instruction are grouped together forming a layer. For example, the last layer of the
hello container image will contain the information that to the file /etc/world.txt
it needs to be appended the string " world\!".

The resulting image of the hello container has as many layers, as the number of
instructions within the last build stage. The build stages are the divisions within
the Dockerfile which act independently, but which may reference and utilize other
build stages defined prior to the referencing one.5 In the case of the hello container
image defined in Listing 1 there is just one build stage with three resulting layers.
Listing 2 presents the resulting manifest.

Typically, a container image consists of several components, also called contents:
index, manifest, config and layers (see Figure 6 for a graphical representation of
contents relationship). There are several media types that describe the container
image content representation: Docker container image media types6 and OCI container
image media types.7

Although the media types cannot be combined, they can be translated among
4Dockerfile reference, https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/builder/
5Docker multi-stage builds, https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/builder/
6Docker container image media types, https://docs.docker.com/registry/spec/manifest

-v2-2/#media-types
7OCI container image media types, https://github.com/opencontainers/image-spec/blo

b/master/media-types.md

https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/builder/
https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/builder/
https://docs.docker.com/registry/spec/manifest-v2-2/#media-types
https://docs.docker.com/registry/spec/manifest-v2-2/#media-types
https://github.com/opencontainers/image-spec/blob/master/media-types.md
https://github.com/opencontainers/image-spec/blob/master/media-types.md
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Listing 2: Image manifest for the hello container image.

1 {
2 "mediaType": "application/vnd.docker.distribution.manifest.v2+json",
3 "schemaVersion": 2,
4 "config": {
5 "mediaType": "application/vnd.docker.container.image.v1+json",
6 "digest": "sha256:edd4d88212f1455cd3f0a2c31a68250d6dc814ebe58e4c54765830fb51db8abc",
7 "size": 1092
8 },
9 "layers": [

10 {
11 "mediaType": "application/vnd.docker.image.rootfs.diff.tar.gzip",
12 "digest": "sha256:e160e00eb35d5bc2373770873fbc9c8f5706045b0b06bfd1c364fcf69f02e9fe",
13 "size": 2424145
14 },
15 {
16 "mediaType": "application/vnd.docker.image.rootfs.diff.tar.gzip",
17 "digest": "sha256:71f72a7e4903773857a315aeebea99cddc55d6d4b6ba7aa09d621bb033f1944e",
18 "size": 149
19 },
20 {
21 "mediaType": "application/vnd.docker.image.rootfs.diff.tar.gzip",
22 "digest": "sha256:44acfae501cfd21c06a7b58d5145b9a0b6edc11a784c69129c7af20ef14be782",
23 "size": 157
24 }
25 ]
26 }

themselves by translating from the Docker image format specification to the OCI
image format specification, and vice-versa. The conversion of the image from the
Docker media types to OCI media types results in a different container image with a
different docker content digest. In the description below, we are going to refer to the
OCI image specification, although the examples might have the Docker container
image media types. The description is the same to both media types sets.

Index The index of the image contains the information about the available image
flavors, where an image flavor is a specific container image compiled for a
specific system architecture. The index is represented by a manifest list (see
Listing A1, Appendix A) referencing the architecture specific manifests and it
is present only for the multi-architecture builds.

Manifest The manifest is identified by the Docker content digest (which is not
present in the manifest itself, but it is present in the manifest list) and contains
the fields such as: mediaType, schemaVersion, config, layers and, optionally,
annotations (see Listing 2). The latest schema version (which is also the
recommended version to use) is the v2 schema version. The manifest defines
the content of the container image by specifying the media type of the manifest,
the schema version, the configuration of the manifest and the order of the layers
with their digests.

Config The configuration section of the manifest contains the digest of the image
configuration, the configuration size and its media type. The full configuration
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Figure 6: Container image contents and relationship to containerd snapshots. A
container image consists of several components: index, manifest, config and content
layers. The image content layers form the committed containerd snapshots. The
snapshots are formed by applying the changes defined by the image content layers.
The committed snapshots are read-only. For each container instance, an active
snapshot is created. An active snapshot is a writable snapshot and it contains all
the filesystem changes of a container instance.

of the hello image is presented in Listing A2. The config contains all the
instructions for building each individual layer.

Layers The ordered list of the container image layers. Each layer contains the
information about its mediaType, size and digest. The size and the digest is
the size (in bytes) and the digest of the layer content blob stored as a separate
archive on the filesystem. The content blob is identified by the digest.

Given the OCI image specification, it is safe to assume that the identity of the
Docker image is represented by the tuple (image tag and image id) (image id is also
referred to as Docker content digest of the image).8 The Docker content digest is the
digest of the container image manifest. In the case of multi-architectural container
images, the Docker content digest is the digest of the manifest list. The Docker content

8OCI Image Configuration, ImageID, https://github.com/opencontainers/image-spec/b
lob/master/config.md#imageid

https://github.com/opencontainers/image-spec/blob/master/config.md#imageid
https://github.com/opencontainers/image-spec/blob/master/config.md#imageid
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digest of the manifest acts as a reference for the container image within the container
image registry. Unfortunately, the value of the content digest is not part of the
manifest itself and has to be computed separately. Alternatively, the image registry
returns the Docker content digest value under the header 'Docker-Content-Digest',
but this value must not be trusted. Listing 3 illustrates the matching between the
expected and the computed Docker content digest for the manifest of the hello
image.

Listing 3: Image manifest digest retrieval for the hello container image

1 $ curl -s \
2 -H 'Accept: application/vnd.docker.distribution.manifest.list.v2+json' \
3 https://pi-reg:444/v2/hello/manifests/\
4 sha256:38274b10898cff4c8201ee74a077168e411e33c24c9cb98c9ba74c0e9182c0ca \
5 | shasum -a 256
6 38274b10898cff4c8201ee74a077168e411e33c24c9cb98c9ba74c0e9182c0ca -

Figure 6 depicts the mapping between the container image manifest and the
containerd snapshots.

There are several tools for instantiating and managing container instances: docker,
docker-swarm, docker-compose, Kubernetes, podman, etc. Among them, Kuber-
netes provides the longest list of container management and orchestration functionality.
K3S [8] is a Kubernetes implementation providing the core Kubernetes features. For
this reason, K3S is a suitable solution to deploy and orchestrate containers on IoT
devices such as Raspberry Pi.

Within Kubernetes, containers are deployed (instantiated) inside a pod. A pod
is a sandboxed environment and the smallest deployable Kubernetes unit. A pod
is a set of one or more containers that share the storage and networking resources.
The pods shared context represent a set of isolation facets such as Linux namespaces,
cgroups, and others.

A pod can contain more than one container instance, while a container instance
can reside only within one pod (see Figure 7). A group of pods reside within a node
(worker / master node), where a node can be a virtual or physical machine. A group
of pods can form a cluster, which will be a network isolated from other clusters.9

The container runtime API is rich and provides a great amount of information
about instantiated containers such as: the id of the container, creation timestamp,
container image reference, mounted directories, environment variables of the container,
seccomp profile, Linux cgroupsPath, Linux namespaces, etc. A container instance
can be uniquely identified using the container ID generated by Containerd. If the
container is restarted, the ID is kept.

9See Kubernetes Cluster Networking, https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/cluster-ad
ministration/networking/

https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/cluster-administration/networking/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/cluster-administration/networking/
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Figure 7: Kubernetes cluster architecture. A cluster is composed of one master
node and several worker nodes (also called agent nodes). A minimal cluster node
deployment contains a kubelet master, a network proxy, container runtimes, one or
several pods, each of which hosts at least one container.

2.3 Trusted Computing Model
Trusted Computing Model is a model which describes the correct execution of an
instruction block by using a dedicated component in the form of a Trusted Platform
Module (TPM). Trusted Computing Group (TCG) defines “trust” to be the expected
behavior of a platform. In order to define the platform wonted behavior, we need
to establish platform’s identity and integrity [26]. The TPM supports schemes for
accumulating and reporting the platform’s software and hardware identities and
integrity. These schemes are defined by TCG.

The system security policies are maintained by a Trusted Computing Base (TCB),
which is the set of system resources capable of preventing its compromises by an
entity which is not part of the TCB. The TPM is not a TCB, but rather the utility
for determining if a TCB is compromised [26].

A TPM is a dedicated system component which is isolated from the reported host
system. The TPM can be implemented as physical resource which are permanently or
temporarily assigned to the TPM, a single-chip component connected to the system
through a low-performance interface, or as a trusted application running within the
Trusted Execution Environment of the host processor. The specification of the TPM
interaction commands is defined in [26]. The trust state of a platform represents the
main goal of the TCG-defined methods.

2.3.1 Roots of Trust

There are several entities involved in the TCG-defined schemes which have to be
trusted. These entities are called roots of trust. While it is not possible to detect
whether a root of trust is misbehaving, it is possible to define their implementation in
a trusted platform [26]. The implementation can be certified through manufacturer’s
certificates which proves the root’s implementation is trustworthy. There are three
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roots of trust defined by TCG:

Root of Trust for Measurement (RTM)
Root of Trust for Measurement (RTM) is responsible for transmitting the
information about platform integrity to the Root of Trust for Storage (RTS).
According to the TCG specification [26, §9.4.1], the RTM is a software compo-
nent which is managed by the Core Root of Trust for Measurement (CRTM).
The CRTM is the first collection of instructions which is completed when the
system is reset, usually located in a red-only piece of memory. By sending its
identity data to the RTS, the CRTM begins a new chain of trust (first steps of
system’s integrity measurement).

Root of Trust for Storage (RTS)
The TPM can implement the RTS due to its shielded memory locations which
can be accessed only by the TPM. A TPM can store both sensitive (the
private part of an asymmetric key) and non-sensitive information (Platform
Configuration Register (PCR) which contains a digest). The access to the
shielded memory locations is provided through the interface defined in [26].

Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR)
The Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR) is responsible for reporting the contents
of the RTS. The report is a digitally signed digest of the content of a shielded
memory location (usually, non-sensitive information) such as: evidence of a
platform configuration in PCR, audit logs, and key properties. The RTR
identity within the TPM is represented by the Endorsement Key (EK) [26]
which is generated from an Endorsement Seed.

As part of the RTS are the Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs) - shielded
TPM memory locations used for validating the integrity of a measurement log. A
TPM may contain several PCR banks. A PCR bank is a set of PCRs which are
extended using the same hashing algorithm [26]. A PCR can be modified by resetting
it or by extending it. The mechanism for PCR extend is defined as

PCRnew := Halg(PCRold∥digest) (1)

where || is string concatenation, Halg is the hashing algorithm, PCRold is the old
value of the PCR, digest represents the digest of the new information and PCRnew –
the resulting digest value that will be stored inside the PCR. One of the usages of
the PCR extend operation is used during the secure-boot process when the currently
running piece of code measures the state of the next block of instructions that need
to be executed. If the state of the next instruction matches the expected values, the
next instruction is being executed, thus creating a trust-chain. The reset of a PCR
is a special operation which is performed during the TPM reboot.

Another mechanism provided by the TPM is the integrity measurement and
reporting. The first step of the measurement process is the Core Root of Trust for
Measurement (CRTM) that extends the TPM PCRs (as defined in Equation 1) with
the initial measurement of the platform. At the power-on reset, the platform has
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a well-know initial state and the CPU is running the initial instruction set from
a well-defined initial location (usually a read-only piece of memory). Because this
piece of code is the first one to be executed, it instructs the TPM to measure the
integrity of the next instruction to be executed, thus, establishing a static RTM [26].
An alternative to the static RTM is the dynamic RTM, where the CPU is acting as
CRTM and is able to apply protection to the measured memory location.

An integrity measurement is a value that expresses the potential change in the
platform trust state. According to TCG, the digest of a random set of integrity
measurements is statistically unique [26]. The operation of attesting the content
of a PCR (the integrity measurement) is called integrity reporting. The content
attestation is performed by signing the data stored within the TPM shielded locations
with an Attestation Key (AK), which is derived from an EK. To be noted that a
TPM AK can sign only information contained within the shielded locations and
which is generated by the TPM itself, and not just arbitrary external data. This
limitation may be overcome by creating another signing key that we will use for
signing the external content. This key can be bound to the EK and the AK through
the TPM manufacturer certificates used for signing our key.

2.3.2 Remote Attestation Model

There are a finite number of PCRs inside the TPM. Currently, TCG have defined
the TPM specification only for the Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI)
platforms [27] and the PCR usage [28]. Table 1 lists the PCR usage specification for
x86 platform architecture. During the boot process, there are generated log events
for all the instructions that are taking place which are extended into the PCR. A
TCG event log entry is creating each time a PCR is extended. This feature enables
a challenger to reconstruct the PCR value based on the logged events [28].

The attestation procedure for a device is performed in several steps and typically
resemble the ones defined by Remote Attestation Procedures (RATS) [29], which is
tangent to the attestation concepts defined by Oliver et al. [30]. According to RATS
there are four roles involved in the attestation procedure: Attester, Asserter, Verifier,
and Relying Party.

Attester encompasses the attestation environment and the attested elements.
The attestation environment is responsible for measuring the integrity of the attested
element. Asserter ’s role is to register the ‘known-good-values’ and its implementa-
tion is up to the user. The Verifier entity is matching the ‘claims’ obtained from
the Attester with the ‘known-good-values’ provided by the Attester. The matching is
performed according to a predefined set of ‘policies’ and has the output in the form
of an ‘attestation result’. If the ‘policy’ is not fulfilled, the Verifier flags the claim as
potentially being non-trusted. However, the final decision upon trusting the ‘claim’
belongs to the Relying Party which takes into account the ‘attestation result’ but
whose trust decision is based on higher level ‘rule-sets’.

The number of TPM PCRs is limited, thus we cannot use the PCRs to monitor
the integrity of the spawned processes on the system. In order to overcome this
limitation there can be used an additional system component for performing the
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Table 1: PCR usage mapping as per TCG PC Client Specific Platform Firmware
Profile Specification (UEFI and x86, taken from [28]).

PCR Index PCR Usage
0 Static RTM, BIOS, Host Platform Extensions, Embedded

Option ROMs and PI Drivers
1 Host Platform Configuration
2 UEFI driver and application code
3 UEFI driver and application configuration and data
4 UEFI Boot Manager Code (MBR) and Boot Attempts
5 Boot Manager code configuration and data and

GPT/Partition Table
6 Host Platform Manufacturer Specific
7 Secure Boot Policy

8 – 15 Defined for use by the Static OS
16 Debug
23 Application Support

system measurements such as TA which may reside on the target host.
The TPM based remote attestation mechanism for a generic element is presented

in Figure 8 [29], [30]. There are five main entities as part of the object attestation:
object, measurement, claim, result and decision. The subject of attestation is the
object which can be any system element whose integrity is measurable (e.g., we
can take a digest of the given component). Upon the subject is performed the
measurement operation – measure(), which records the state of the object. The
result of this operation is a measurement. Next, the measurement is attested by the
TPM – attest(), by signing the measurement. The result of the attest operation
is a claim. The claim is checked against an existing attestation policy by invoking
the verify() operation. The obtained result is then passed to the decision making
component which decides() whether the obtained result is trustworthy. The output
of the attestation mechanism represents a decision upon the trustworthiness of the
attested object.

2.4 Certificate Transparency Logs
In this section we introduce Certificate Transparency (CT) logs and their properties.
The application of the CT logs will be covered in Section 2.5, 4, and 6.

CT logs are publicly audible, tamper-proof and append-only registries where
the certificates issued by a Certificate Authority (CA) can be published [31]. The
logs are publicly available so that they can be monitored when a new certificate is
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Figure 8: Remote attestation entities represent the entities created during the
attestation process. The given figure illustrates the operations needed to transit
from one state to another (e.g., we need to perform an attest() operation upon a
measurement in order to obtain a claim).

added to them and to verify their correctness. General purpose certificates can be
published to a CT log, although the most common deployment of CT logs is designed
for Transport Layer Security (TLS) certificates [32]. A CT log can be monitored by
anyone. The monitoring entities are called monitors.

Each CT log entry has a signed timestamp. This allows the monitor to request
an inclusion proof for the given entry from the log. If the log is not able to provide a
consistent inclusion proof of the entry, the certificate cannot be trusted and is an
evidence of erroneous operation of the log [31].

Internally, the log entries are the leaves of a binary Merkle Hash Tree (see
Figure 9). The log entry contains the submitted certificate which must contain the
certificate chain up to the accepted root certificate. The certificate chain is required
for the certificate validation [31]. The log periodically signs the root of the tree which
becomes publicly available.

Merkle Hash Trees have three major cryptographic components: Merkle Tree
Hash (MTH), Merkle audit paths and Merkle consistency proofs [31]. The
currently advisable hash algorithm for Merkle Hash Trees is SHA-256. Given an
input list D[n] = {d(0), . . . , d(n− 1)}, the MTH is defined as follows:

MTH() = SHA− 256() (2)
MTH(d(0)) = SHA− 256(0x00||d(0)) (3)
MTH(D[n]) = SHA− 256(0x01||MTH(D[0 : k])||MTH(D[k : n])), (4)

where k < n ≤ 2k, || means concatenation and D[0 : k] = {d(0), . . . , d(k − 1)} – a
string of length k.

A Merkle audit path for a leaf is the shortest list of additional nodes required to
compute the MTH in a Merkle Hash Tree [31]. If the MTH, computed given the
audit path of a leaf, matches the true root, then the audit path proves that the tree
contains that leaf. For example, the audit path for the leaf e1 from Figure 9d is the
list {a, h, l}, while the audit path for the leaf e6 is the list {i, k}.

In order to prove the tree’s append-only property we need the third cryptographic
component – Merkle consistency proof [31]. A Merkle consistency proof for an
MTH(D[n]) and another MTH(D[0 : m]), such that m <= n, is the minimal list
of nodes required to prove that the list of first m entries D[0 : m] are equal in both
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: Merkle Hash Trees examples. Figures a – d represent the evolution of the
internal structure of a Merkle Hash Tree when new entries are appended.

trees. For example, the consistency proof between the hash3 and hash0 is the list
{c, d, g, l}, where the nodes c and g are used to verify hash0 and the nodes d and l –
to verify hash3.

The signing of the Merkle tree root node (Merkle Tree Hash) is performed at each
entry submission – but after a repeatable interval of time. This is done to prevent
the blocking the access to the log for the rest of the supplying log consumers. As
a consequence, when an entry is offered to the log, the CT log instantly returns a
promise to the consumer in the form of a Signed Certificate Timestamp (SCT). The
SCT ensures that the submitted certificate will be added to the log within the period
specified in the SCT.

In the context of TLS certificates, the certificate authorities do not submit the TLS
domain certificate, but a precertificate. The precertificates contain all the information
the domain certificate does and is used to prevent the deadlocks in the CT logs
[32]. The precertificates are not accepted by the consuming user agents because the
precertificates contain a poisoning section. After submitting the precertificate to the
log, the CA includes the SCT in the final domain certificate which is issued to the
domain owners.

Figure 10 illustrates the entities involved in the TLS certificate transparency
environment. There are several entities involved in the presented certificate trans-
parency environment: domain owners – are entities which own the domains for which
the certificates should be issued; CAs – are entities issuing the certificates for the
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Figure 10: TLS-based certificate transparency log ecosystem (taken from [32]).

requested domains; user agents – are usually the web-service consumers or the web
browsers which are capable of verifying the domain certificates; visitors – are the
users visiting the websites; logs – are the CT logs where the precertificate is stored
and mapped to a SCT; monitors – are the entities responsible for monitoring the
CT logs and verify their consistency.

2.5 Existing Solutions
There are several solutions which try to solve the problem of securely signing container
images and container instance attestation. Two modern solutions for container image
signing include Notary v2 [33] and cosign [34].

Notary v2 is a project under development from Cloud Native Foundation that
uses JWTs as signature payloads which are stored both locally on the filesystem and
remotely inside the OCI container registry (e.g., Notary v2 Distribution container
registry).10 Notary v2 enhances the OCI container image specification by introducing
the reference [35] types which allows the storage of the reference types for a registry
artifact. For example, besides the familiar container image artifacts, the user can
submit another artifact which would reference to a given container image which
allows addition of new information after the artifact was pushed to the registry.

10Distribution (Experimental) with OCI Artifact Reference Support, https://github.com/not
aryproject/distribution/tree/reference-types

https://github.com/notaryproject/distribution/tree/reference-types
https://github.com/notaryproject/distribution/tree/reference-types
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Besides the enhanced OCI image specification, Notary v2 proposes a mechanism for
finding the artifact references form a registry.

One of the limitations of Notary v2 is that the image signature format does not
include additional fields for providing the information about the environment onto
which the image was built. Although the information about the build environment
can be added as a referencing Software Bill of Materials (SBOM), the lack of this
feature represents a disadvantage from the user experience point of view. Another
drawback of the given solution is the lack of integration with a secure signing key
storage such as TPMs. For example, the Notary v2 signing tool nv211 requires the
signing key to be exported to it. The expected tool behavior would be to delegate
the signing to an external tool such as tpm2_sign or Openssl.

Similar to Notary v2, cosign detaches the container image signature from the
OCI artifact and uses reference types to link the signatures to the images. Cosign is
a project under heavy development and many of the project stated features are not
currently implemented. One of the difference between Notary v2 and cosign is in
the format of the signature payload – cosign allows the addition of metadata (in the
form of annotations) to the signature payload which is then used during validation
time. Another difference between these two tools is that cosign can delegate the
payload signing to an external tool such as Openssl.

One of the limitations of cosign is the nature of the static signature verification
mechanism. Cosign is verifying only if the signature of the payload and the static
matching of the metadata. The given mechanism is not extendable by specifying a
rule set instead of a data set and limits the usability of the tool (e.g., the user would
not be able to specify a policy that the signed metadata must match because the
tool cannot interpret the data and its context). Another limitation is that cosign
currently is not able to use any other signing keys other than the ones generates by
the cosign tool itself.

With regards to container instance attestation De Benedictis et al. [36] proposed
a solution called DIVE. Unfortunately, DIVE has some limitations which makes it
unsuitable for our scenario:

• DIVE uses OpenAttestation (OAT) SDK v1.7 [37], which is not currently
maintained nor available (the Github repository is not available and the latest
time the page was updates is 17th February 2013).

• The solution exploits TPM 1.2, while in our scenario we use TPM 2.0.

• Although De Benedictis et al. [36] states the possibility of integrating it with an
Infrastructure Manager such as OpenStack [38] or Kubernetes, the prototype
did not use any Infrastructure Manager. We consider this to be a limitation
due to the API differences and the risk that the Infrastructure Managers may
not satisfy the DIVE API requirements.

• DIVE is not suitable for ARM v7 IoT devices. DIVE uses the Device Mapper12

11Notary V2 (nv2) - Prototype, https://github.com/notaryproject/nv2
12Device Mapper, storage driver, https://docs.docker.com/storage/storagedriver/device

-mapper-driver/

https://github.com/notaryproject/nv2
https://docs.docker.com/storage/storagedriver/device-mapper-driver/
https://docs.docker.com/storage/storagedriver/device-mapper-driver/
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storage driver which is not mature enough on the ARM v7 devices such as
Raspberry Pis.

Another solution which aims to provide a trusted execution framework is proposed
by Khan et al. [39]. The given solution utilizes TPM 1.2 and focuses on virtual
machines, while in our scenarios we use TPM 2.0 and OCI containers.

The last two solutions rely on using a blockchain infrastructure: blockchain for
Docker Content Trust [40] and trusted container orchestration using blockchain [41].
Both these solutions rely on a heavy practical blockchain implementation which is
vulnerable to majority attacks and consensus delays [42]. An alternative to these
solution may come the Sigstore13 project (cosign is part of the Sigstore project)
which substitutes blockchain with a certificate transparency log.

13Sigstore – A non-profit, public good software signing & transparency service, https://sigsto
re.dev/

https://sigstore.dev/
https://sigstore.dev/
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3 System Design
In this section, we extend the container lifecycle by adding the container image
integrity and container instance integrity attestation. We enhance the remote attes-
tation model defined in [30] by adapting it to container image and container instance
lifecycles presented in Section 2.2.1.

3.1 Trust Notion
We inherit the concept of trust as defined by TCG [26] which relates to an expected
behavior of a object or entity (e.g., platform, service, application, etc.). In the context
of device and container attestation, we consider a device or a container to be trusted
if its behavior matches the expected behavioral pattern. For example, the device
(platform) configuration and state matches the expected configuration and state.

In the following sections, we are exploring the notion of trust within the container
integrity domain. Additionally, we are defining the attestation mechanisms for
container images and container instances.

3.2 Attestation Concepts
The device attestation mechanism consists of five main components (see Figure 11):

1. TPM;

2. TPMS_ATTEST data structure;

3. Attestation claim;

4. Attestation result;

5. Attestation decision.

The RTR is represented by the TPM which measures the firmware and software
integrity of the device by storing the resulting measurements by extending the PCRs.
The PCR values are signed by the TPM RTR, which forms a TPMS_ATTEST data
structure. The next step of the mechanism is to create a platform integrity claim by
quoting the PCR values. The obtained claim format resembles the Entity Attestation
Token (EAT) claim format [43]. The obtained claim is verified against a list of policies
by comparing the claimed values with the expected good values and outputting a
result. The obtained result is sent to a decision-making authority (relying party)
which evaluates the verification results and outputs a decision about the device
integrity and the next actions that have to be made.

Container image attestation mechanism (see Figure 12) is analogous to device
attestation mechanism and contains four main units:

1. Container image;

2. Container image signature;
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Figure 11: Device attestation mechanism based on TPM. The measurement of a TPM
based device represents a TPMS_ATTEST structure. The rest of attestation entities
are similar to the entities of the generic remote attestation model (see Section 2.3.2)

3. Attestation result;

4. Attestation decision.

The first unit of the mechanism is the subject of signing – container image.
The container image consists of several components: configuration, manifest list /
manifest, and layers. The manifest contains the integrity information about the
image components (i.e., configuration and layers). For this reason, the manifest
digest can be considered as being the container image identity. The second step of the
mechanism would be to sign the aggregation of the image manifest and the building
environment integrity claim. It is of paramount importance to attest the integrity
of the building environment in order to mitigate the supply chain attacks where
the building environment is compromised and the image code is changed during the
build time.

Figure 12: Container image attestation mechanism. The claim of a container image
contains also the measurement of the given image. The measurement is represented
by the image manifest. Moreover, the container image claim contains a list of build
environment claims which are verified during the container image claim verification.

The combination of the manifest and the building environment claim forms the
signature payload which is signed. The signing can be performed using the keys
generated by and stored inside the TPM. We apply a set of policies to the container
image signature components (the manifest and the build environment integrity claim)
which will scan the image for vulnerabilities and will compare the claimed values
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with the good expected ones (similar to the device attestation mechanism). The
verification output represents a result. The obtained result is evaluated by a decision-
making authority which decides whether the given container image is trusted or
not.

The last adapted attestation mechanism is designed for attesting container in-
stances (see Figure 13) and consists of five main units:

1. Container instance;

2. Container inspection result;

3. Attestation claim;

4. Attestation result;

5. Attestation decision.
The containers must be instantiated on the devices which can claim their platform

integrity by using a RTR leveraged by a TPM. Next, a TA measures the configuration
of the virtualization environment (i.e., the binary of the orchestration and management
tools such as k3s, containerd, crictl, runc, k3s configuration files) and the
information about the container instance reported by a trusted inspection tool such
as containerd inspect. The inspected information should include minimum the
following information about the container instance: creation and starting timestamp,
image reference, capabilities, pid, starting command and its arguments, existing
environment variable, mounted volumes, resources limits and usage, security context,
capabilities, cgroups path.

Figure 13: Container instance attestation mechanism. The measurement of the
container instance represents the container inspection result. The given result is
attested which results in forming the claim. The claim is verified and then it is
decided whether the given instance is trusted or not.

The obtained configuration and instance characteristics must be signed using a
signing key which is stored inside the TPM. The signed claim will be submitted
to the attestation environment. The claim will be verified against a set of policies.
The policies can be shaped as a set of known good values or as a set of rules that
the claimed values must match. Upon claim verification we obtain a result which is
sent to a decision-making authority. The decision-making authority makes a decision
upon the future of the container instance by instructing the orchestrator to stop or
not the given instance.
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3.3 Architecture of the Proposed Solution
Our solution solves the problem of securely provisioning and attesting container
images and container instances in a distributed environment. While implementing
our solution, we must answer the research questions and fulfill the requirements
formulated in Section 1.3.

We use the following set of technologies:

Integrity attestation mechanism
A remote attestation mechanism based on the attestation model defined by
Oliver et al. [30] used for attesting platform firmware and software involving
the usage of tamper-resistent dedicated chip such as Trusted Platform Module.

Open Container Initiative container images
Lightweight virtualization container images which contain the service applica-
tion code.

Internet of Things devices
IoT devices are part of the MEC distributed virtualization infrastructure.
Within the MEC domain, IoT devices represent the hosts for the MEC ap-
plications. Each of the IoT devices must be capable of running virtualized
containers.

Certificate transparency logs
The append-only, tamper-proof and publicly verifiable certificate repositories
which act as a public key infrastructure and as a publicly available directory
for artifact signatures.

Our aim is the integration of the above presented technologies. While the given
technologies work well separately, none of them solve the formulated problem. We
attempt to combine the chosen technologies with our proposed solution in order to
securely provision and attest containers in a distributed MEC environment. A secure
provisioning in this context means that the receiving user is able to attest the integrity
of all the supply chain components involved in the creation and transportation of
the containers.

Figure 14 depicts the relationship between the entities in our solution. The given
view represents the relationship between the system entities in the context of the
MEC virtualization environment.

In order to have a container provenance mechanism, the container build environ-
ment must contain a secure, tamper-proof root of trust for storage and reporting in the
form of a TPM that would provide and prove the identity of the given environment.
A TPM has an Endorsement Key and may have several Attestation and Signing Keys
which are certified by a TPM manufacturer Certificate Authority. While the TPM,
usually, contains only one Endorsement Key, there may be several Attestation and
Signing Keys derived from it.

The build environment represents the host on which the container images are
built. A container image integrity is provided by its signature, whose payload contains
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Figure 14: Entity relationship within the virtualization infrastructure of a MEC
deployment. The build environments and the host devices each have a TPM that
contains an endorsement key from which are derived the attestation and signing keys.
The signing/attestation keys are signed by a CA and are used for signing the container
image and the attestation claims. The container image signature references the build
environment attestation claims and is stored within a certificate transparency log
entry. A verification result is the output of applying a verification rule to a claim.

the information about the container image manifest digest, the reference tags of
the image, and the reference to the build environment integrity attestation claim.
Respectively, upon a given claim multiple verifications are performed which produce
verification results. The signed payload is published to the certificate transparency
log forming a transparency log entry which must be signed by the Signing Key stored
inside the build environment TPM.

From a container image, several container instances may be spawned. A container
instance is hosted by a device which should contain a secure, tamper-proof root of
trust for storage and reporting in the form of a TPM that would provide and prove
the identity of the given device (similar to the build environment).

The proposed solution is split into two major sub-solutions which address container
images and container instances. A detailed description of the system components and
their functions will be covered in Sections 4, 5 and 6 where each of the sub-solutions
will be explained in a greater detail.

3.4 Trust Agent Topology
As presented in Section 3.2, there are several types of attestation elements that
represent different types of platforms of software entities such as:
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Figure 15: Attestation element classification and the related Trust Agent (TA) API
implementation. There are different specific implementation of attestation elements
(e.g., UEFI, TPM 2.0, container image and container instance). For each of the
element types, the attestation server requests the TA to attest the element. For each
type of elements there is a specific TA implementation.

• x86_64 platforms with UEFI support;

• Platforms which have a TPM 2.0 chip on board;

• OCI container images;

• OCI container instances.

All of these types of elements can be attested by applying/extending the RATS
model [29]. In order to perform the attestation, we need to form an integrity
attestation claim such as the RATS EAT [43]. Although the request parameters can
differ, the claim requesting interface is similar for all attestation elements. We have
named the claim providing interface – Trust Agent (TA) (see Figure 15).

The TA interface may reside on the host platform, or its implementation may be
located remotely as part of the attestation service.14 Each of the TA implementations
contain the logic for attesting a specific type of elements. For instance, the generic
TPM 2.0 TA implements the interface for communicating with TPM2 Software Stack
(TSS), a container image TA is capable of retrieving the container image signature
from a certificate transparency log, while a container instance TA is capable of
inspecting the container instance properties using the Containerd interface.

14Please see tpm2_send command, https://github.com/tpm2-software/tpm2-tools/blob
/master/man/tpm2_send.1.md

https://github.com/tpm2-software/tpm2-tools/blob/master/man/tpm2_send.1.md
https://github.com/tpm2-software/tpm2-tools/blob/master/man/tpm2_send.1.md
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Figure 16: Proposed MEC and attestation environment integration. The proposed
management and orchestration component (MANO) encompasses the simplified
functionality of the MEC management and orchestration, MEC platform manager
and virtualization infrastructure manager. Additionally, within MANO there coexist:
Kubernetes orchestrator, container registry, certificate transparency log, attesta-
tion server and the TAs for the container image and instance. The virtualization
infrastructure is managed by Kubernetes and forms a Kubernetes cluster. Each
hosting device has a TA and a TPM. MEC applications are deployed inside container
instances within the cluster.

3.5 Edge Cloud Implementation Architecture
Our prototype solution consists of the following components: an integrity attestation
mechanism, a cluster of Raspberry Pi IoT devices, each of which runs Raspberry Pi
OS (32-bit),15 a k3s16 daemon running on each cluster node, an attestation server, a
TA running on each IoT device (cluster node), an instance of the Rekor17 (v0.1.1)
certificate transparency log server, a private container image registry, and application
container images.

The MEC host devices form a Kubernetes cluster which is managed by a Man-
agement and Orchestration (MANO) component. The Kubernetes cluster is formed
from a swarm of IoT devices and several x86_64 based machines, each of which
having a TA UEFI/TPM2 on board (see Figure 16). The TAs UEFI/TPM2 are
responsible for providing the integrity attestation claims of the underlying platform
configurations.

The Kubernetes cluster is managed by the master Kubelet instance and the
additional MANO logic specific for our MEC domain. Additionally, as part of the

15Raspberry Pi OS (32-bit), https://www.raspberrypi.org/software/operating-systems
/#raspberry-pi-os-32-bit

16K3S architecture, https://rancher.com/docs/k3s/latest/en/architecture/
17Rekor, https://github.com/sigstore/rekor/releases/tag/v0.1.1

https://www.raspberrypi.org/software/operating-systems/#raspberry-pi-os-32-bit
https://www.raspberrypi.org/software/operating-systems/#raspberry-pi-os-32-bit
https://rancher.com/docs/k3s/latest/en/architecture/
https://github.com/sigstore/rekor/releases/tag/v0.1.1
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MANO consist the attestation server, the container registry, the CT log, and the
container instance and image TAs. To be noted that the physical location of some
of the MANO components (e.g., container registry, attestation server, CT log, etc.)
may not necessarily be (and it is not recommended to be) on the same machine.

A special case may represent the container instance TA. In our implementation,
the TAs need to be able to communicate with the Containerd runtime engines that
run on each of the hosting nodes. Therefore, even though the TA for container
instances is part of the MANO component, it may require to be located on each of
the nodes to be able to access the Containerd API.
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4 Container Images
The first part of the proposed solution addresses container image integrity attestation
and has several additional steps compared to the existing container image lifecycle.
This section expands the mechanism proposed in Section 3 by enhancing the container
image lifecycle with additional attestation steps. In order to illustrate the chosen
approach, we have elaborated four processes, all of which compose the proposed
solution.

4.1 Signing Key Generation and Certification
The first process is responsible for configuration of the TPM and the signing key
derivation (see Process A).

Process A: Container image signing key derivation using TPM
Result: Container Image Signing Key Handle
Input: TPM – t, Endorsement Hierarchy Reference – e, Validity Period – v,

Subject Data – s
Output: Signing Key Handle – kh, Cert – c
begin

A1 primary_key ← createPrimaryKey(t, e, SHA256, ECC_Alg);
A2 kh ← createAndPersistKey(t, primary_key, SHA256, ECC_Alg);
A3 c ← createProvenanceCertificate(t, primary_key, kh, v, s);

In Listing 4 is presented the implementation of the Process A using the Openssl
3.0, Alpha-17 library18 and the tpm2-opnessl integration provider19 (see List-
ing A3, Appendix A, for the full script).

Listing 4: TPM key certificate creation
1 openssl req -provider tpm2 \
2 -new -subj "/C=FI/CN=pi-reg" \
3 -key handle:0x81000000 \
4 -out testcsr.pem
5
6 openssl x509 -provider tpm2 \
7 -req -days 365 \
8 -in k1csr.pem \
9 -signkey handle:0x81010001 \

10 -out device.crt

18Openssl 3.0-Alpha-17, https://github.com/openssl/openssl/tree/openssl-3.0.0-alph
a17

19Provider for integration of TPM 2.0 to OpenSSL 3.0, https://github.com/tpm2-software
/tpm2-openssl

https://github.com/openssl/openssl/tree/openssl-3.0.0-alpha17
https://github.com/openssl/openssl/tree/openssl-3.0.0-alpha17
https://github.com/tpm2-software/tpm2-openssl
https://github.com/tpm2-software/tpm2-openssl
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4.2 Codebase and Blueprint Preparation
The second process addresses the container image configuration and the preparation
of the service executables that need to be containerized (see Process B). Along
with the application code, the developer creates the Dockerfile which serves as the
blueprint for the future container image. The given process has to be executed by
the developer and it is a common step for any service development lifecycle (see
Figure 17).

Process B: Container Image Blueprint Preparation
Result: Source Code and Container Image Configuration
Output: Source Code – sc, Container Image Configuration – cic
begin

B1 sc ← produceSourceCode();
B2 cic ← produceContainerImageConfiguration();

The next instruction in a production environment would be to pass the obtained
source code and image blueprint to a Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery
(CI/CD) pipeline which will test the image source code against the assertion criteria
of the application service and will build the container image.

4.3 Building and Signing Container Images
The third process lists the operations for building, signing and pushing the container
images and their signatures (see Process C). The process begins with an attestation
session which must be atomically performed by the developer. The attestation
session can be implemented by using the tpm_attest() operation or by wrapping
the session instructions between two platform attestation requests along with a
locking mechanism for ensuring atomic instruction execution. In our implementation,
the attestation session is performed using two wrapping build environment attestation
claims.

The process builds the container image, creates the container image manifest
and forms the image reference by using the manifest digest and the registry Uniform
Resource Identifier (URI). The output of the current step represents the container
image in the form of the container manifest and the layers blobs.

In order to mitigate the change of the build environment state during the container
build period, a new attestation of the build environment (as part of attestation session)
must be performed. Although the attestation verification may fail, the process
continues because no decision has been made. The result of the given attestation is
recorded inside the attestation environment and may be used for forensics purposes.

The next step of the process represents the container image signing. The signing
key, the claim and (optionally) the verification result are used for signing the container
image. The signature payload of the container image is represented as a JSON object.
Besides the manifest digest, the signature includes the identification of the building
environment and its integrity attestation claim. This information is used during
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Figure 17: Container image lifecycle with integrity attestation consists of several
processes. Process B prepares the application code and the container image blueprint.
Process C creates an attestation session in which the container image is built and
signed. The container image signature contains the build environment attestation
claims which are created within the same attestation session. The process continues
with publishing the container image and its signature. Process D retrieves the
container image and its signature, and verifies the signature and the integrity of the
build environment.

container image integrity verification in order to ensure the building platform was
not modified prior or during the container build time. The proposed container image
signature template is an augmented version of Notary v2 signature template.

Listing 5 contains the template for the umec-dockerregistry:444/hello:v0
container image signature, where umec-dockerregistry is the name of our deployed
container registry on the port 444, hello is the name of the image, and v1 is its tag.
The structure of the signature payload has several components:

mediaType – the media type of the proposed container image signature. We use
a custom media type – "application/nokia.example.manifest.v1+json".
The given media type is used to resolve the format of the signature payload. If
the format changes in future, the version number should be increased on each
change iteration.

digest – the digest (including the hashing algorithm) of the container image manifest.
The manifest digest is used for uniquely referencing the container image within
the registry.
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Process C: Building, Signing and Pushing the Image and its Signature
Result: Production Container Image Building
Input: Source Code – sc, Container Image Configuration – cic, TPM – t,

Signing Key Handle – kh, Cert – c, Environment ID – eid,
Attestation Server URI – as, Container Image Registry URI – reg,
Transparency Log URI – tl

Output: Container Image Reference – ir
begin

def attestationSession(as, eid, sc, cic, reg, t, kh):
C1 eac0 ← getEnvironmentAttestationClaim(as, eid);
C2 res0 ← verifyClaim(as, eac0);
C3 img ← buildContainerImage(sc, cic);
C4 cm ← manifest(img);
C5 ir ← reference(img, reg);
C6 s ← signContainerImage(img, cm, t, kh, eac0);
C7 eac1 ← getEnvironmentAttestationClaim(as, eid);
C8 res1 ← verifyClaim(as, eac1);
C9 pushImageToRegistry(img, reg);

C10 e ← createTLogContImgSigEntry(s, ir, eac, res, c);
C11 createContImgAttestationElement(img, e);

Listing 5: Container image signature payload for umec-dockerregistry:444/
hello:v0 container image.

1 {
2 "mediaType": "application/nokia.example.manifest.v1+json",
3 "digest": "sha256:2deddd603d0a933e6ccb6e1b794b9a02b2f8e457ae11caa3d26cf393937655d8",
4 "size": "735",
5 "references": [
6 "umec-dockerregistry:444/hello:v0"
7 ],
8 "buildEnvClaims": [{
9 "id": "fa56c9a1-1bce-4505-a300-f7f0b82549b3",

10 "digest": "df6da3f138f575efddb0e99b06a29bd5b22d528cd89f771ae744bfd7a79bf158",
11 "size": "2826"
12 }]
13 }

size – the size of the container image manifest. The additional size parameter
provides a quick additional check of the referenced manifest (e.g., the size of
the umec-dockerregistry:444/hello:v0 image is 735).

references – an array of the container image references (consisting of registry
name, image name and image tag) to which the current signature belongs. The
reason why there might be several references having the same signature is that
an image might be pushed to several registries or the same image might have
multiple tags. The precondition for multiple image references is that they must
have identical manifest which would result in having the same manifest digest.
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Process D: Container Image Integrity Verification
Result: Container Image Verification Decision
Input: Container Image Reference – ir, Attestation Server URI – as,

Transparency Log URI – tl
Output: Attestation Decision – d
begin

D1 is, eac, res0, claim ← getImageSignature(ir, tl);
D2 img ← getContainerImage(ir);
D3 res1 ← verifyBuildingEnvironment(as, claim, elemID(eac));
D4 res2 ← verifyContainerImage(img, is, res1);
D5 d ← decide(res1, res2);

buildEnvClaims – an array of reference objects for building environment attestation
claims. The claims must exist in the attestation environment database. The
claims must be retrievable by their id. The retrieved claim must have the
specified digest and size.

The image is pushed to the registry and its signature is added to the transparency
log. The last operation represents the creation of an attestation element record
within the attestation environment. The created element contains the reference to
the container image and to the transparency log entry (the signature of the container
image). The graphical representation of the third process is presented in the Figure 17
(see the ‘building’ box).

4.4 Verification
The final process is responsible for the verification of the container image integrity
(see Process D). The process begins with the retrieval of the container image and
its signature. Next, the container image signature is verified. Additionally, the
process requests the attestation of the building environment which is identified by
the metadata from the image signature. The fresh building environment integrity
attestation claims are compared with the ones present in the container image signature.
The last instruction outputs the decision resulting the interpretation of the attestation
results. The graphical representation of the fourth process is presented in the Figure 17
(see the ‘verification’ box).

4.5 Summary
Figure 17 depicts the full container image integrity attestation process including
Process B, C and D, having Process A as prerequisite. The process includes
the preparation of signing keys, the service source code and image blueprints, and
continues with image building signing, and publishing. The verification steps include
image retrieval along with its signature, signature verification and build environment
re-attestation. The mechanism described in Section 4 answers the research questions
Q-1 and Q-2 of the thesis.
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5 Container Instances
The second part of the proposed solution addresses container instance attestation
and has several additional steps compared to the existing container instance lifecycle.
In order to illustrate the chosen approach for container instance integrity attestation,
we have elaborated four processes, all of which compose the proposed solution.

5.1 Signing Key Generation and Certification
The first process represents the configuration of the TPM and the signing key
derivation (see Process E). The given process is a prerequisite for Process F and
Process D. Process E is similar to Process A and should be implemented by the
TPM manufacturer or by the device provider.

Process E: Container Instance Signing Key Derivation using TPM
Result: Container Image Signing Key Handle
Input: TPM – t, Endorsement Hierarchy Reference – e, Validity Period – v,

Subject Data – s
Output: Signing Key Handle – kh, Cert – c
begin

E1 primary_key ← createPrimaryKey(t, e, SHA256, ECC_Alg);
E2 kh ← createAndPersistKey(t, primary_key, SHA256, ECC_Alg);
E3 c ← createProvenanceCertificate(t, primary_key, kh, v, s);

5.2 Host Attestation and Deployment
The second process attests the host device and requesting the container instantiation
(see Process F). The instructions of the second process must be atomically performed
by the orchestrator. The first two instructions involve host device attestation by
requesting the attestation claim and its verification.

Next, the orchestrator chooses the trusted container image. A trusted image
is an image which is attested and verified by the attestation environment. The
orchestrator requests the container runtime to retrieve the image to its local storage
and to instantiate the container on the attested host device. The last step of the
process represents the creation of an attestation element record in the attestation
environment which will contain the metadata of the container instance such as the
ID and the device on which the instance is running. The graphical representation of
Process F is presented in Figure 18 (see ‘deployment’ box).

5.3 Container Instance Attestation
The third process defines the container instance attestation steps. The process
begins with the attestation request for the container instance element present in the
attestation environment (see Process G). The request is forwarded to the TA which
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Process F: Host Device Attestation and Container Instance Deployment
Result: Attestable Container Instance
Input: Container Image Reference – cir, Attestation Server URI – as,

Container Runtime URI – cr, Host Device – d, Host Device Element
ID – hid

Output: Container Instance Attestation Element – ciae
begin

F1 dac ← getHostDeviceAttestationClaim(as, hid);
F2 res0 ← verifyClaim(as, dac);
F3 img ← pickTrustedContainerImage(cir);
F4 shipContainerImageToRuntime(d, cir, cr);
F5 inst ← requestContainerRuntimeInstantiation(d, img, cr);
F6 ciae ← createContainerInstanceAttestationElement(as, d, inst);

Figure 18: Container instance attestation lifecycle consists of several processes.
Process F is responsible for host device attestation, retrieving container image and
creating the container instance. Process G is responsible for container instance
attestation.

requests the container runtime for container instance inspection. The TA implements
the platform attestation interface required by the Attestation Server. The TA is
responsible for forming and signing the attestation claim using the TPM signing
interface.

The container inspection result from the container runtime can be trusted since
the configuration and the binary of the runtime is attested (e.g., their attestation
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Process G: Container instance integrity attestation
Result: Container Instance Attestation Decision
Input: Attestation Server URI – as, Container Instance Attestation Element

– ciae, Container Runtime URI – cr
Output: Container Instance Attestation Decision – d
begin

G1 cl ← getContainerInstanceAttestationClaim(as, ciae, cr);
G2 res0 ← verifyClaim(cl);
G3 d ← evaluateAttestationResult(res0);

can be performed by using Linux IMA policies). Listing A5 presents an example
of container instance inspection using the containerd tool. The inspection result,
along with the appended attestation environment metadata, is signed by the TA
using the TPM signing key, thus forming the attestation claim.

The orchestrator requests the container instance attestation claim verification
according to a defined set of rules. The verification result is used for deciding upon the
trustworthiness of the deployed instance. The graphical representation of Process G
is presented in Figure 18 (see ‘attestation’ box).

5.4 Summary
Figure 18 depicts the full container image integrity attestation process including
Process F and G, having Process E as prerequisite. The process includes the
preparation of signing keys, the attestation of the host device and the container
instance deployment. The verification steps include the container instance attestation
by inspecting the instance properties and the integrity claims verification. The
mechanism described in the given section answers the research questions Q-1 and
Q-2 of the thesis.
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6 Attestation
In Section 4 and Section 5 we have described the extended container image and
instance lifecycle. The extended lifecycle involves the creation of attestation ele-
ments for the images and instances that are involved in the lifecycle along with
their attestation. In our implementation, the attestation environment has both a
Representational State Transfer (REST) interface and a User Interface (UI).

As part of the solution architecture we have deployed a dedicated container
registry (see Figure 19). The domain name of the registry is reflected in con-
tainer’s full name (umec-dockerregistry, deployed on the port 444). We have
built a simple container image which we will mention further in this section –
umec-dockerregistry:444/hello:v1, where hello is the name of the image, and
v1 is the image tag.

Our deployment also contains a rekor transparency log, a build environment and
several host devices. The transparency log stores the container images signatures.
The build environment and each of the host devices run a TA which performs the
attestation of the given platform (see Figure 19).

Figure 19: Attestation system architecture consists of several components: a build
environment, host devices, an attestation server, trust agent implementations, a
certificate transparency logs, and a container registry.

6.1 Container Image Attestation
In Section 4 we have defined four processes for container image attestation. The
result of Process C represents the registration of a container image element within
the attestation environment. Table 2 lists the container image element properties
and their description.
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Figure 20: The attestation element for umec-dockerregistry:444/hello:v1 con-
tainer image. The element contains all the metadata of the container image along
with the endpoint of the trust agent responsible for attesting the given element.

For each attestation element there exist a set of expected values each of which links
an element with an attestation policy. The expected value object links the element
and the policy by referencing their object IDs. Depending on the type of the policy,
an expected value may contain a set of known good values that must be matched
against the attestation claim for the given element. In the example of the container
image attestation element the known good value contains the expected digest of
the container image manifest. For example, for the attestation element with name
“Container image” (see Figure 20), the expected value for the manifest digest has the
value "sha256:2deddd603d0a933e6ccb6e1b794b9a02b2f8e457ae11caa3d26cf393937655d8".

The attestation policy is used to compose the parameters that are needed to
create the attestation claim of an element. For example, the container image policy
contains the name, registry and the tag of the image to be attested (see Figure 21).
Additionally, the attestation policies must contain the intent of the policy. The
intent is a helper entity responsible for resolving the attestation request protocol
when requesting an attestation claim. The intent for the container image policy is
IMAGE, which will instruct the TA to compose the claim for the image referenced by
the element ID by using the policy parameters.

The claim payload of the container image element represents the container image
signature as defined in Listing 5. The claim includes information about its freshness
which is complementary with the EAT definitions [43]. The claim footer includes the
public key, the signature of the concatenated header and payload and the digest of
the concatenated header and payload.

When attesting an element, the user selects the policy according to which the
attestation claim must be formed. Next, the user requests the claim verification
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Table 2: Container image attestation element properties and their description.

Property Description
name The name of the attestation element

itemid The ID of the element within the attestation envi-
ronment

description The textual description of the element
endpoint The endpoint of the TA that listens for attestation

requests
image_name The name of the container image
image_repo The registry which stores the container image
image_tag The tag of the container image
protocol The name of the attestation protocol that is used

for resolving the claim request payload format
registration_id The registration ID of the container image within

the MEC environment
rekord_id The ID of the entry in the rekor transparency log

that holds the container image signature
type The type of the attestation element

cont_img_sig_payload The signature payload of the container image. Due
to the missing feature of storing the whole payload
in the transparency log entry, we are storing the
payload (which contains the build environment at-
testation claim details) as a base64 encoded string

by selecting the rule against which the claim must be verified. In the case of the
container image, the policy is the policy described above and the verification rule
is a container image verification rule (see Figure 22). The verification rule takes as
input a claim and its expected value.

The expected values of the build environment claims are referred by the element
and policies linked to the given claims. For example, the expected values of the build
environment claims are referenced by the path:

claim→ element→ expected_value

where claim.policy_id = expected_value.policy_id. Moreover, as part of the
claim verification parameters (see “Rule Parameters” in Figure 22), the user must
supply a list of additional rules and their parameters that need to be applied against
the build environment attestation claims.

The result object contains the verification status, message, rule name, addi-
tional parameters, verification time (local time of the attestation server host),
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Figure 21: Container image attestation policy for umec-dockerregistry
:444/hello:v1 container image. The policy specifies the attestation protocol (the
intent) which must be implemented by the trust agent for attesting a container image.

Figure 22: Container image attestation and verification actions for umec-
dockerregistry:444/hello:v1 container image. The user picks the attestation
policy and the verification rule along with all the required parameters. The manada-
tory rule parameters must contain a list (identified by rules key) which contain the
parameters for the rules which must be applied to the build environment attestation
claims from which are part of the container image singature.
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Figure 23: Container image attestation and verification result for umec-
dockerregistry:444/hello:v1 container image. The result contains the element
ID, the policy ID, the claim ID, the name of the verification rule, the verification
result and its additional verification results.

description, the verified element ID, the policy ID and claim ID. A verification
rule is not persistable attestation entity, but rather a programmable entity as part
of the attestation environment codebase. Figure 23 illustrates the attestation UI
displaying a successful attestation result (the result has the code “0” which means
that the verification succeeded) of the container image integrity claim verification.

6.2 Container Instance Attestation
In Section 5 we have defined four processes for container image attestation. The result
of Process F represents the deployment of a container instance and the registration
of a container instance element within the attestation environment. Table 3 lists the
container instance element properties and their description.

A container instance is represented in the attestation environment by an attesta-
tion element. There are multiple expected values that can be defined for a container
instance attestation element. Figure 24 presents the expected capabilities for the
(‘k3s-hello’, priv) element that match the capabilities of a non-privileged container
instance.

The container instance attestation policies must include additional parameters
that depend on the type of container instance properties that must be attested. Table 4
lists the categories of the container instance properties that need to be attested. Our
proof-of-concept implementation of an attestation policy of the container instance
element has no additional parameters to be passed to the TA, thus the TA will
include the whole inspection output within the attestation claim (all the properties
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Figure 24: The attestation element for umec-dockerregistry:444/hello:v1 con-
tainer instance. The element contains all the instance metadata, along with the
endpoint of the trusted agent.

Table 3: Container instance attestation element properties and their description.

Property Description
name The name of the attestation element

itemid The ID of the element within the attestation envi-
ronment

description The textual description of the element
endpoint The endpoint of the TA that listens for attestation

requests
protocol The name of the attestation protocol that is used

for resolving the claim request payload format
type The type of the attestation element

instance_id the ID of the container instance which runs within
our MEC cloud

mentioned in Table 4). Listing A5 provides an example of the payload of a container
instance attestation claim.

Figure 25 presents the attestation and verification request using our attes-
tation server UI. The attestation and verification of the container instance is
performed by choosing the generic container instance policy (Hello Container
Instance Policy (INSTANCE)) and the “capabilities” attestation verification rule
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Table 4: The categories of the container instance properties to be attested.

Container instance property
Container image reference
Capabilities
Environment variables
Creation timestamp
SECCOMP profile
Mounted directories
Linux cgroups path
Linux namespaces
RUN command and its arguments
Runtime specification version
Container instance annotations

Figure 25: Container instance attestation and verification actions for (‘k3s-hello’,
priv) container instance. The user selects the attestation policy and the verification
rule. By default, no call and rule parameters must be supplied.

(container.InstanceVerification rule). The “capabilities” rule will verify the
claim signature and will match the claimed instance capabilities with the one defined
in the linked expected values for the given element.

Figure 26 presents the attestation verification result for (‘k3s-hello’, priv) container
instance according to the “capabilities” verification rule. The given verification failed
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Figure 26: Container instance attestation and verification failed for (‘k3s-hello’,
priv) container instance because the claimed values do not match the expected ones
(several capabilities were claimed, but not expected).

with a non-zero status code (see Figure 26) because several claimed capabilities were
not expected to be present. The verification result contains additional information
about the subject of verification with a description what exactly failed and what was
expected. This means that there might have been a misconfiguration or a privilege
escalation for the given instance. Therefore, a forensics analysis should be initiated.

The mechanism described in the given section completes the previous two sections
answers for the first and the second research questions of the thesis (Q-1 and Q-2).

6.3 Container Attestation Verification Rules
There are several attestation rules for container images and instances. As defined in
Section 3, the attestation claims have compositional properties. For example, the
attestation claim for a container image contains a list of attestation claims for the
build environment (see Figure 12). For this reason, the verification of a composite
claim represents a chained verification mechanism where the verification results are
aggregated into a final result.

Container image attestation rules include the following:

Signature verification rule
The claim signature validation must succeed. The signature is formed by
signing the concatenating claim header and payload. If the signature cannot
be verified, this means the claim content was tampered and cannot be trusted;

Manifest digest rule
The claimed manifest digest must match the digest of the container image man-
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ifest. In the case of mismatching, the container image must not be trusted (no
container instantiation from the given image) as its content may be tampered;

Build environment attestation rules
As part of the claim verification request there must be passed an ordered list of
verification rules that must be run after the base container image verification
rule is run. The provided ordered list of rules is mapped to the ordered list
of build environment claims present in the container image signature payload.
The result of the build environment verification must be aggregated to the
base result (the codes must be conjunctively aggregated, while the messages
must be concatenated). The build environment verification rules may belong
to the TPM attestation rules such as: firmware verification, magic number
verification, quote verification, etc.

Container instance attestation verification rules are checked against the claimed
instance properties and include:
Signature verification rule

The claim signature validation must succeed. The signature is formed by
signing the concatenating claim header and payload. If the signature cannot
be verified, this means the claim content was tampered with and cannot be
trusted;

Container image reference rule
The image reference from the instance claim must match the expected container
image from which the instance should be created. The container image reference
must be an absolute reference based on the manifest digest as a placeholder for
the tag (e.g., umec-dockerregistry:444/hello@sha256:2deddd603d0a933e
6ccb6e1b794b9a02b2f8e457ae11caa3d26cf393937655d8). If the image ref-
erence verification fails, the instance must not be trusted and it must be
re-instantiated;

Capabilities rule
The claimed lists of container instance capabilities must exactly match the
expected lists of instance capabilities. In the case of mismatch, the verifica-
tion result message must include the differences between these two sets of
capability lists. If the list of capabilities does not match, this means that
the instance configuration changed and it might not be trusted. For exam-
ple, if the CAP_PERFMON capability is not expected, but present, the given
instance must not be trusted as its running services obtained access to host
performance-monitoring mechanisms. To be noted that if the container ca-
pabilities are changed during the container runtime and the attacker obtains
the administrator capabilities, then the attacker might bypass the attestation
mechanism;

Environment variables rule
The claimed list of environment variables must match the expected list of envi-
ronment variables with the exact same values. In the case of mismatching, the
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verification result must contain the list/string difference and the instance may
not be trusted. An investigation might be needed as some of the environment
variables are responsible for service discovery or other purposes within the
cluster;

Creation timestamp rule
The creation timestamp represents the time when the instance was created by
the runtime engine on the host device. The claimed creation timestamp must
be within the expected creation period relative to the host device clock. If the
claimed timestamp deviates too much from the expected period, this does not
imply tampering, as this might be caused by a locking process on the device or
a network delay;

Mounted directories rule
The claimed list of mounted directories must match the expected list of mounted
directories by having the same host and target paths on the host device. If the
claim contains unexpected mounts, the instance should not be trusted;

SECCOMP profile type rule
The claimed profile must match the expected type. Otherwise, the instance
should not be trusted and the difference must be reported in the verification
result;

Masked paths rule
The claimed list of masked paths must match the expected list of masked paths;

Readonly paths rule
The claimed list of container instance read-only paths must match the expected
list of the read-only paths;

Runtime specification version rule
The claimed runtime specification version must match the expected version.;

Container instance annotations
The claimed list of container instance annotations must include the list of the
expected container instance annotation. If the content of the lists diverges, this
may be cause by an update in the runtime engine configuration.

The given list of container instance attestation verification rules is not exhaustive
and must be enhanced when the container instance inspection capabilities advances.
Additionally, the given lists of rules partially address the research question Q-3. If
the verification of any of the above rules fails, then container image or instance must
not be trusted – the container image must not be instantiated and the given container
instance must be stopped and redeployed using its base configuration. Additionally,
for the stopped instances and the non-deployed images a forensics procedure must
be initiated in order to find the root cause of integrity failure.
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7 Evaluation and Discussion
The goal of the thesis was to formulate and implement a mechanism for establishing
the integrity of the virtualization infrastructure components such as container images
and instances by using the Trusted Computing Model. The goal was fulfilled and
the proposed attestation models and their implementation is described by Section 4,
5 and 6.

We considered three research questions. The question Q-1 asks what components
does the client want to attest and what are their properties. The first component
to be attested is the container image. The container image integrity is defined by
the container image manifest and its build environment integrity attestation which
is present in the payload of the container image signature. While signing just the
content of the container image provides the authenticity of the container image, this
mechanism does not mitigate the supply chain attacks [10].

The second component to be attested is the container instance. Table 4 lists
the container instance properties that need to, and can, be attested using our
proposed mechanism. The instance properties are retrieved by the Trust Agent
(TA) using the Application Programming Interface (API) provided by the high-level
container runtime (Containerd). The obtained claim is verified within the attestation
environment according to the rules defined in Section 6.3. The elaborated lists of
verification rules complete the answer to the research question Q-1 and partially
answers the research question Q-3. Research question Q-3 is not fully answered
because the proposed list of container instance verification rules is not complete and
it is limited to the containerd inspection API. Moreover, our solution does not
inspect the container instance filesystem contents, which is left as a future work.

The solution proposed in this thesis addresses the secure container provisioning
problem and answers the research question Q-2. When a container image is built,
the image is not published until it is signed. The image signature payload includes
a list of integrity attestation claims of the build environment which the user can
verify thus verifying the integrity of the both the container image and the build
environment. The prerequisite to build environment integrity verification is the
public attestation environment API for creating, attesting, and verifying the integrity
of the Multi-Access Edge Cloud (MEC) components such as host/build platforms,
container images and container instances.

We identified two main requirements for our solution and its implementation in
Section 1.3:

• R-1 secure identification of software implementing the remote service;

• R-2 no overall performance degradation.

The first requirement was entirely fulfilled by the proposed attestation mechanisms.
Given a virtualization environment passes that integrity attestation, the user can be
convinced about the identity and the state of the running software. For example,
the user is able to securely identify the list of capabilities of a running container
instance and compare it to a list of expected capabilities. Similarly, the user is able
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to perform a composite attestation of the container image, the host platform and
other instance properties.

During the implementation, we have concluded that our attestation solution
intrudes into the existing container lifecycle at specific points:

• Before and during container image build – attestation of the build environment
and container image signing;

• After container image build – container image signature verification;

• Before container instance deployment – attestation of the host device;

• After container instance deployment – periodic attestation of the host device
and the container instance.

The time which is spent on the container attestation operations is relatively
small comparing to the overall container lifecycle period. The design of our system
aims to minimize the attestation operations needed for secure container deployment.
The interval at which the orchestrator attests the container instance is relatively
large comparing to the container runtime period (for example, the container instance
attestation period takes up to 0.5 s, while the attestation interval can be set to 5
min). Thus, the attestation time is amortized over a long period of execution and
results in a negligible effect on performance.

7.1 Discussion
We can conclude that the given solution is practical and can be implemented within
a private cloud environment such as a MEC cloud.

The usage of Certificate Transparency (CT) logs is justified by its properties -
untamperable, append-only, publicly-available ledger of certificate based signatures.
For the same purpose we could use a Blockchain-based approach. However, we chose
CT logs over Blockchain due to its simpler deployment and management, but having
the same properties needed for the current implementation.

CT logs introduce the necessity of an additional entity in our system – monitors.
A monitor is responsible for periodically monitoring the entries of a transparency
logs and report the inconsistencies found with them. In our deployment, the monitor
would be motivated by the MEC provider.

Additional results

During our research and implementation, we have obtained several additional results.
For instance, the formalization of the general component attestation has become
apparent (see Section 3.3). Moreover, we have demonstrated the compositional
property of the attestation claims by including build environment claims inside
container image claims, thus obtaining a trust chain that can be extended back in
the production line.
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Observations

We have noticed that if we build the same container image from two different machines
which have exactly the same platform architecture, Operating System (OS) and
configuration by using the same image blueprint and source code (see Listing 1)
we obtained two images with different manifests but with the same behavior. In
our example, each image had three layers where the first one represents the base
image layer and the following two are the creation and the modification of the
/etc/world.txt file (see Listing A6 and A7).

This becomes a problem when an Asserter wants to recompute and register the
known-to-be-good values for the image manifest digests. The solution to the problem
would be to obtain a reproduceable container image [44].

Another observation was due to the state of the used technologies such as Openssl
3.0, tpm-openssl and rekor which are under heavy development – not all the claimed
features are present in the current tools which delayed our implementation and testing
phases. For instance, the version of tpm-openssl which was used did not support
Elliptic Curve Cryptography when creating x509 Trusted Platform Module (TPM)
certificates. Moreover, the rekor transparency log does not support the persisting
of the signed content (it stores only its digest and signature) and, thus, searching
based on this content. We overcame this limitation by persisting the container image
signature payload as part of the attestation element within our environment.

Future Work and Areas for Improvement

The given work represents our first attempt in researching the attestation of virtual-
ization infrastructure components in the form of container images and instances. The
current implementation uses the state-of-the-art integrity attestation technologies
and mechanisms.

The solution should be improved by extending the integrity attestation research
to include the rest of the virtualization infrastructure components such as container
runtime binaries and their configuration, the management and orchestration binaries
and their configuration, as well as the additional drivers used for a standard MEC
cloud deployment. There are several methods for implementing the above mentioned
integrity attestation mechanisms.

The first suggestion would be to extend the existing Remote Attestation Proce-
dures (RATS) and the related concepts to include the virtualization environment
components. This could be achieved by composing an exhaustive list of all the files
that need to be monitored and to periodically attest them by using the TA. The
attestation periodicity may be bound to an event-based mechanism that would notify
about the changes of the content of the files.

The second suggestion would involve the usage of Linux IMA policies. However,
based on our experience, such a policy must be well-tuned in order to avoid overloading
the event listeners.

The third suggestion would be to extend the container inspection mechanism
by covering the content of the container instance filesystem. This can be achieved
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by extending our solution and implement additional functionality by leveraging the
Linux filesystem driver OverlayFS.

Another area for improvement would be the standardization of the signature
payload media type.
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8 Conclusion
Container image and instance security is one of the challenges faced when deploying
a Multi-Access Edge Cloud (MEC) cloud within critical infrastructure environments
such as vehicle-to-vehicle, high-speed trains, or remote surgery. The process of
preparing, building, shipping and deploying containers is complex with multiple
points of failure and attack vectors. Recent attacks such as those against Asus and
SolarWinds have proved the necessity for extending the root of trust further back in
the supply chain.

Our focus was on container image and instance integrity attestation. The goal of
the thesis was to elaborate and implement a mechanism for attesting the integrity of
container images and instances by using the Trusted Computing Model. We have
achieved this by extending the existing container lifecycle.

The first part of the proposed solution consists of a composite container image
signature which includes the information about the container image manifest and
configuration, along with the build environment integrity claims. Using additional
information about the integrity of the build platform, the user is able to prevent the
existing supply chain attacks and prevent the compromise of the target host devices.

The solution implementation is based on using an attestation environment in the
form of an attestation server and Trust Agents (TAs) running on each of the MEC
platforms (host devices, build environment, etc.), a Certificate Transparency (CT) log
which stores the signatures of the container images, Open Container Initiative (OCI)
container images, a private container registry, and a Kubernetes cluster composed of
Internet of Things (IoT) devices (host devices) which, together with a management
and orchestration component, form the proof-of-concept MEC cloud.

We propose a container image signature payload which contains the digest of the
signed image manifest, the references (including the registry domain name) of the
signed image, and an array of build environment integrity attestation claim objects,
each of which include the claim ID, the digest of the claim and its size. The container
image signature represent the integrity claim of the image and it is verified against a
defined set of rules for platform integrity and manifest digest assertion.

The second part of the proposed solution addresses container instance integrity
attestation. The implementation includes a Kubernetes cluster deployed on IoT
devices (Raspberry Pis) each of which run a TA instance, an Attestation Server (AS)
and a container image registry. The container instance integrity attestation claim
contains all the runtime properties and their values of the instance. We have also
defined a set of rules against which the integrity claim must be verified.

The outcome of the given thesis has the form of an integrity attestation mechanism
specification for OCI container images and instances. We have also proved the
practicality of our solution by implementing the given mechanism within a proof-of-
concept MEC deployment and provided its implementation details.

The designed mechanism is realistic and applicable to consumer MEC cloud
deployments. The mechanism is based on open standards and state-of-the-art
solutions.
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A Source Codes

Listing A1: Image manifest index for the hello container image

1 {
2 "mediaType": "application/vnd.docker.distribution.manifest.list.v2+json",
3 "schemaVersion": 2,
4 "manifests": [
5 {
6 "mediaType": "application/vnd.docker.distribution.manifest.v2+json",
7 "digest": "sha256:98d65af18a10d6e7d1f2b6670ab7eaba84a00f601c0db0cf055f12c471e2abe0",
8 "size": 942,
9 "platform": {

10 "architecture": "amd64",
11 "os": "linux"
12 }
13 },
14 {
15 "mediaType": "application/vnd.docker.distribution.manifest.v2+json",
16 "digest": "sha256:7d2b75a9615cc18f50998187f0b7deea2811d61dfd286963d84aa6f544058fc6",
17 "size": 942,
18 "platform": {
19 "architecture": "arm64",
20 "os": "linux"
21 }
22 },
23 {
24 "mediaType": "application/vnd.docker.distribution.manifest.v2+json",
25 "digest": "sha256:56836d3322d4318a9faaafb86dd1a3794f7562848ef7dcdfa02afe64302b5f13",
26 "size": 942,
27 "platform": {
28 "architecture": "arm",
29 "os": "linux",
30 "variant": "v7"
31 }
32 }
33 ]
34 }

Listing A2: Image config for the hello container image
1 {
2 "architecture": "arm",
3 "config": {
4 "Env": [
5 "PATH=/usr/local/sbin:/usr/local/bin:/usr/sbin:/usr/bin:/sbin:/bin"
6 ],
7 "Cmd": [
8 "/bin/sh"
9 ],

10 "OnBuild": null
11 },
12 "created": "2021-05-27T12:48:10.427187243Z",
13 "history": [
14 {
15 "created": "2021-04-14T18:57:39.165051003Z",
16 "created_by": "/bin/sh -c #(nop) ADD

file:028c5b473d862250586e174c5dd19b37f8fc3bffbc02d888e72df30f32fd6129 in / "↪→
17 },
18 {
19 "created": "2021-04-14T18:57:39.95607105Z",
20 "created_by": "/bin/sh -c #(nop) CMD [\"/bin/sh\"]",
21 "empty_layer": true
22 },
23 {
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24 "created": "2021-05-27T12:48:09.487022016Z",
25 "created_by": "RUN /bin/sh -c echo \"Hello\" >> /etc/world.txt # buildkit",
26 "comment": "buildkit.dockerfile.v0"
27 },
28 {
29 "created": "2021-05-27T12:48:10.427187243Z",
30 "created_by": "RUN /bin/sh -c echo \" world\\!\" >> /etc/world.txt # buildkit",
31 "comment": "buildkit.dockerfile.v0"
32 }
33 ],
34 "os": "linux",
35 "rootfs": {
36 "type": "layers",
37 "diff_ids": [
38 "sha256:e678d54c933532243e4ca1cb0b7ef7d6fa4969783100e0022246bc14d83972e9",
39 "sha256:872cd764ee547fbcbb7956fd4193c4cf95a447e14001e3b3803ec9d6941ce753",
40 "sha256:f192c49ac5e55f6be22ac1b6d40db1c9ad0529f9419365156386dad7bb2fca56"
41 ]
42 },
43 "variant": "v7"
44 }

Listing A3: Instructions for the TPM attestation key derivation and the certificate
generation using tpm2-tools 5.0 and Openssl 3.0 libraries.

1 #!/bin/bash
2
3 set -e
4
5 # Create the primary key in the owner hierarchy
6 tpm2_createprimary -C o -g sha256 -G ecc -c o.ctx
7 tpm2_createprimary -C o -g sha256 -G rsa2048 -c o.ctx
8
9 # Create the usable private and the public keys:

10 tpm2_create -C o.ctx --hash-algorithm sha256 --key-algorithm ecc -u k1.pub -r k1.priv
11 tpm2_create -C o.ctx --hash-algorithm sha256 --key-algorithm rsa -u k1.pub -r k1.priv
12
13 # Load the key into the TPM:
14 tpm2_load -C o.ctx -u k1.pub -r k1.priv -c k1.ctx
15
16 # Persist the key context into the TPM
17 tpm2_evictcontrol -C o -c k1.ctx 0x81010001
18
19 # Generate the public key `k1` in `PEM` format:
20 tpm2_readpublic -Q -c 0x81010001 -f "pem" -o k1.pub.pem
21
22 # Generate the certificate signing request out of the key handle:
23 openssl req -provider tpm2 -new -subj "/C=FI/CN=pi-reg" -key handle:0x81010001 -out k1csr.pem
24
25 # Sign the certificate with a private key stored in a persistent handle in the TPM:
26 openssl x509 -provider tpm2 -req -days 365 -in k1csr.pem -signkey handle:0x81010001 -out

device_2.crt↪→
27
28 # Generate the certificate for the tpm key without CSR
29 openssl req -x509 -provider tpm2 -key handle:0x81010001 -sha256 -days 3650 -nodes -out

/home/pi/Documents/tpm_certs/device.crt -subj "/C=FI/ST=Espoo/L=Espoo/O=Nokia/OU=Nokia Bell
Labs/CN=pi-reg" -addext "subjectAltName=DNS:pi-reg,IP:127.0.0.1"

↪→
↪→

30
31
32 # Print the certificate:
33 openssl x509 -text -in device.crt -noout

Listing A4: The script for signing and creating an attestation element for a container
image.
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1 #!/bin/bash
2
3 set -e
4
5 # Default values
6 REGISTRY="umec-dockerregistry:444"
7 IMAGE="hello"
8 TAG="v1"
9 ATTESTATION_SERVER_IP=<default_ip>

10 TRASP_LOG_IP=<default_ip>
11 be_id="2f6fabd8-6836-427e-b6c1-1f6e1dcdf214"
12 be_policy_id="7586b97f-f2de-4b5a-9041-a3f409d32e34"
13 ELEM_NAME="Container image ${IMAGE}:${TAG}"
14 BE_IP=<default_ip>
15
16 if [ -n "$1" ]; then
17 REGISTRY=$1
18 fi
19
20 if [ -n "$2" ]; then
21 IMAGE=$2
22 fi
23
24 if [ -n "$3" ]; then
25 TAG=$3
26 fi
27
28 if [ -n "$4" ]; then
29 ELEM_NAME=$4
30 fi
31
32 get_be_claim() {
33 base_url="http://${ATTESTATION_SERVER_IP}:8520"
34
35 attest_params=(
36 "{\"eid\": \"${be_id}\", "
37 "\"pid\": \"${be_policy_id}\", "
38 "\"cps\": {} }"
39 )
40
41 claim_id=$(
42 curl -X POST "http://${ATTESTATION_SERVER_IP}:8520/attest" \
43 -H "Accept: application/json" \
44 -H "Content-Type: application/json" \
45 -d "${attest_params[*]}"
46 )
47
48 claim=$(curl -X GET "http://${ATTESTATION_SERVER_IP}:8520/claim?itemid=${claim_id}")
49 echo $claim
50 }
51
52 create_attestation_element() {
53 rekord_id=$1
54 registry_name=$2
55 image_name=$3
56 image_tag=$4
57 cont_img_sig_payload=$5
58
59 # Registration_id is static for now
60 params=(
61 "{\"description\": \"Hello container image\", "
62 "\"endpoint\": \"http://${BE_IP}:8530\", "
63 "\"image_name\": \"${image_name}\", "
64 "\"image_repo\": \"${registry_name}\", "
65 "\"image_tag\": \"${image_tag}\", "
66 "\"name\": \"${ELEM_NAME}\", "
67 "\"protocol\": \"A10CONTAINER\", "
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68 "\"registration_id\": \"8711x6225-69f4-45b1-b1f6-1c5cbc69b0d0\", "
69 "\"rekord_id\": \"${rekord_id}\", "
70 "\"cont_img_sig_payload\": \"${cont_img_sig_payload}\", "
71 "\"type\": [\"container_image\"]}"
72 )
73
74 elem_id=$(
75 curl -X POST "http://${ATTESTATION_SERVER_IP}:8520/element" \
76 -H "Accept: application/json" \
77 -H "Content-Type: application/json" \
78 -d "${params[*]}"
79 )
80
81 element=$(curl -X GET "http://${ATTESTATION_SERVER_IP}:8520/element?itemid=${elem_id}")
82 echo $element
83 }
84
85 be_claim=$(get_be_claim)
86
87 be_claim_id=$(echo $be_claim | jq -r ".itemid")
88
89 be_claim_digest=$(echo $be_claim |
90 openssl dgst -sha256 -binary |
91 xxd -p -c 1000000)
92 be_claim_size=$(echo $be_claim | wc -c)
93
94 cim_full_name="${REGISTRY}/${IMAGE}:${TAG}"
95 docker build -t "${cim_full_name}" .
96
97 cim_digest=$(skopeo inspect docker-daemon:$cim_full_name | jq -r ".Digest")
98 cim_manifest_size=$(skopeo inspect docker-daemon:$cim_full_name --raw | wc -c)
99

100 media_type="application/nokia.example.manifest.v2+json"
101 cim_sig_payload=(
102 "{\"mediaType\": \"${media_type}\", "
103 "\"digest\": \"${cim_digest}\", "
104 "\"size\": \"${cim_manifest_size}\", "
105 "\"references\": [\"${cim_full_name}\"], "
106 "\"buildEnvClaims\": "
107 "[{\"id\": \"${be_claim_id}\", "
108 "\"digest\": \"${be_claim_digest}\", "
109 "\"size\": \"${be_claim_size}\"}]}"
110 )
111
112 CIM_SIGNATURE=$(echo "${cim_sig_payload[*]}" |
113 openssl dgst -sha256 \
114 -provider tpm2 \
115 -sign handle:0x81010001 |
116 base64 -w 0)
117 echo "CIM signature: ${CIM_SIGNATURE}"
118
119 # Perform the second build env attestation
120 be_claim=$(get_be_claim)
121
122 docker push $cim_full_name
123
124 CIM_PAYLOAD_B64=$(echo "${cim_sig_payload[*]}" |
125 base64 -w 0)
126 echo "CIM_PAYLOAD: ${CIM_PAYLOAD_B64}"
127
128 CIM_PAYLOAD_DIGEST=$(echo "${cim_sig_payload[*]}" |
129 openssl dgst -sha256 -binary |
130 xxd -p -c 1000000)
131 echo "CIM payload digest: ${CIM_PAYLOAD_DIGEST}"
132
133 CERT=$(cat device.crt |
134 base64 -w 0) # `-w 0` removes the trailing line
135
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136 request_body=(
137 "{\"kind\": \"rekord\", "
138 "\"apiVersion\": \"0.0.1\", "
139 "\"spec\": "
140 "{\"signature\": "
141 "{\"format\": \"x509\", "
142 "\"content\": \"${CIM_SIGNATURE}\", "
143 "\"publicKey\": "
144 "{ \"content\": \"${CERT}\" } }, "
145 "\"data\": "
146 "{\"content\": \"${CIM_PAYLOAD_B64}\", "
147 "\"hash\": "
148 "{\"algorithm\": \"sha256\", "
149 "\"value\": \"${CIM_PAYLOAD_DIGEST}\"}}}}"
150 )
151
152 response=$(
153 curl -X POST "http://${TRASP_LOG_IP}:3001/api/v1/log/entries" \
154 -H "accept: application/json;q=1" \
155 -H "Content-Type: application/json" \
156 -d "${request_body[*]}"
157 )
158
159 entry_id=$(echo $response | jq -r "keys | .[0]")
160
161 element=$(create_attestation_element $entry_id $REGISTRY $IMAGE $TAG $CIM_PAYLOAD_B64)
162
163 echo "Element: ${element}"
164
165 exit 0

Listing A5: Container instance properties claimed by the Trust Agent (TA). Some
of the values are truncated for better readability.

1 {
2 "id": "09ceac6139ee87cd57e652e79455c9a86bc9617998223744d14852e65b80084a",
3 "image": "sha256:d91354d8efb66d13bf0c08a5ed2c9cca4d398196701a04e63f3c2f4ad211f6b7",
4 "runtime": "io.containerd.runc.v2",
5 "snapshotter": "overlayfs",
6 "snapshot_key": "09ceac6139ee87cd57e652e79455c9a86bc9617998223744d14852e65b80084a",
7 "updated_at": 1621937870,
8 "created_at": 1621937870,
9 "labels": {

10 "io.kubernetes.pod.name": "u10-deployment-6c85cbf87f-vhfz7",
11 "io.kubernetes.container.name": "u10",
12 "io.cri-containerd.kind": "container",
13 "io.kubernetes.pod.uid": "dcfcce05-b66a-4bfb-a059-f447fcb415e1",
14 "io.kubernetes.pod.namespace": "medical-demo"
15 },
16 "extensions": [
17 {
18 "Version": "v1",
19 "Metadata": {
20 "ID": "09ceac6139ee87cd57e652e79455c9a86bc9617998223744d14852e65b80084a",
21 "Name": "u10_u10-deployment-6c85cbf87f-vhfz7_medical-demo_...",
22 "SandboxID": "60cf87861a40376f6415138b50b388dc8d97e36810cc9f67047c1e1c5decffac",
23 "Config": {
24 "metadata": {
25 "name": "u10",
26 "attempt": 1
27 },
28 "image": {
29 "image": "sha256:d91354d8efb66d13bf0c08a5ed2c9cca4d398196701a04e63f3c2f4ad211f6b7"
30 },
31 "envs": [
32 {
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33 "key": "U10_PORT_80_TCP_PORT",
34 "value": "80"
35 }, "..."
36 ],
37 "mounts": [
38 {
39 "container_path": "/var/run/secrets/kubernetes.io/serviceaccount",
40 "host_path":

"/var/lib/kubelet/pods/.../volumes/kubernetes.io~secret/default-token-zfb2c",↪→
41 "readonly": true
42 },
43 {
44 "container_path": "/etc/hosts",
45 "host_path": "/var/lib/kubelet/pods/.../etc-hosts"
46 },
47 {
48 "container_path": "/dev/termination-log",
49 "host_path": "/var/lib/kubelet/pods/.../containers/u10/7512c24b"
50 }
51 ],
52 "labels": {
53 "io.kubernetes.container.name": "u10",
54 "io.kubernetes.pod.name": "u10-deployment-6c85cbf87f-vhfz7",
55 "io.kubernetes.pod.namespace": "medical-demo",
56 "io.kubernetes.pod.uid": "dcfcce05-b66a-4bfb-a059-f447fcb415e1"
57 },
58 "annotations": {
59 "io.kubernetes.container.hash": "f7d8d1eb",
60 "io.kubernetes.container.ports":

"[{\"containerPort\":8540,\"protocol\":\"TCP\"}]",↪→
61 "io.kubernetes.container.restartCount": "1",
62 "io.kubernetes.container.terminationMessagePath": "/dev/termination-log",
63 "io.kubernetes.container.terminationMessagePolicy": "File",
64 "io.kubernetes.pod.terminationGracePeriod": "30"
65 },
66 "log_path": "u10/1.log",
67 "linux": {
68 "resources": {
69 "cpu_period": 100000,
70 "cpu_quota": 20000,
71 "cpu_shares": 102,
72 "memory_limit_in_bytes": 67108864,
73 "oom_score_adj": 992
74 },
75 "security_context": {
76 "namespace_options": {
77 "pid": 1
78 },
79 "run_as_user": {},
80 "masked_paths": [
81 "/proc/acpi",
82 "..."
83 ],
84 "readonly_paths": [
85 "/proc/asound",
86 "..."
87 ],
88 "seccomp": {
89 "profile_type": 1
90 }
91 }
92 }
93 },
94 "ImageRef":

"sha256:d91354d8efb66d13bf0c08a5ed2c9cca4d398196701a04e63f3c2f4ad211f6b7",↪→
95 "LogPath":

"/var/log/pods/medical-demo_u10-deployment-6c85cbf87f-vhfz7_.../u10/1.log",↪→
96 "StopSignal": "",
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97 "ProcessLabel": ""
98 }
99 }

100 ],
101 "spec": {
102 "ociVersion": "1.0.2-dev",
103 "process": {
104 "user": {
105 "uid": 0,
106 "gid": 0
107 },
108 "args": [
109 "python3",
110 "app.py"
111 ],
112 "env": [
113 "PATH=/usr/local/bin:/usr/local/sbin:/usr/local/bin:/usr/sbin:/usr/bin:/sbin:/bin",
114 "HOSTNAME=u10-deployment-6c85cbf87f-vhfz7",
115 "LANG=C.UTF-8",
116 "..."
117 ],
118 "cwd": "/usr/source/app",
119 "capabilities": {
120 "bounding": [
121 "CAP_CHOWN",
122 "CAP_DAC_OVERRIDE",
123 "..."
124 ],
125 "effective": [
126 "CAP_CHOWN",
127 "CAP_DAC_OVERRIDE",
128 "..."
129 ],
130 "inheritable": [
131 "CAP_CHOWN",
132 "CAP_DAC_OVERRIDE",
133 "..."
134 ],
135 "permitted": [
136 "CAP_CHOWN",
137 "CAP_DAC_OVERRIDE",
138 "..."
139 ]
140 },
141 "oomScoreAdj": 992
142 },
143 "root": {
144 "path": "rootfs"
145 },
146 "mounts": [
147 {
148 "destination": "/proc",
149 "type": "proc",
150 "source": "proc",
151 "options": [
152 "nosuid",
153 "noexec",
154 "nodev"
155 ]
156 },
157 "..."
158 ],
159 "annotations": {
160 "io.kubernetes.cri.container-name": "u10",
161 "io.kubernetes.cri.container-type": "container",
162 "io.kubernetes.cri.sandbox-id":

"60cf87861a40376f6415138b50b388dc8d97e36810cc9f67047c1e1c5decffac"↪→
163 },
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164 "linux": {
165 "resources": {
166 "devices": [
167 {
168 "allow": false,
169 "access": "rwm"
170 }
171 ],
172 "memory": {
173 "limit": 67108864
174 },
175 "cpu": {
176 "shares": 102,
177 "quota": 20000,
178 "period": 100000
179 }
180 },
181 "cgroupsPath": "/kubepods/burstable/poddcfcce05-b66a-4bfb-a059-f447fcb415e1/...",
182 "namespaces": [
183 {
184 "type": "pid"
185 },
186 {
187 "type": "ipc",
188 "path": "/proc/2661/ns/ipc"
189 },
190 "..."
191 ],
192 "maskedPaths": [
193 "/proc/acpi",
194 "/proc/kcore",
195 "..."
196 ],
197 "readonlyPaths": [
198 "/proc/asound",
199 "/proc/bus",
200 "..."
201 ]
202 }
203 }
204 }

Listing A6: The first container image manifest obtained from the blueprint presented
in Listing 1.

1 {
2 "schemaVersion": 2,
3 "mediaType": "application/vnd.docker.distribution.manifest.v2+json",
4 "config": {
5 "mediaType": "application/vnd.docker.container.image.v1+json",
6 "size": 1857,
7 "digest": "sha256:ed208e68b01474ed6c969cbdb8b7f71ca72b6e9712da3d19078239b8c9f96aa6"
8 },
9 "layers": [

10 {
11 "mediaType": "application/vnd.docker.image.rootfs.diff.tar.gzip",
12 "size": 2424145,
13 "digest": "sha256:e160e00eb35d5bc2373770873fbc9c8f5706045b0b06bfd1c364fcf69f02e9fe"
14 },
15 {
16 "mediaType": "application/vnd.docker.image.rootfs.diff.tar.gzip",
17 "size": 142,
18 "digest": "sha256:b8d757553a608ae52e5d00f6d4ce57cb4a522535fb81c47b8e7292b6b67bfdc4"
19 },
20 {
21 "mediaType": "application/vnd.docker.image.rootfs.diff.tar.gzip",
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22 "size": 153,
23 "digest": "sha256:0aead9fcf9b5cda7ed93d22617c9c8fa22192317c8e3f4aba5e39c19f9011004"
24 }
25 ]
26 }

Listing A7: The second container image manifest obtained from the blueprint
presented in Listing 1.

1 {
2 "schemaVersion": 2,
3 "mediaType": "application/vnd.docker.distribution.manifest.v2+json",
4 "config": {
5 "mediaType": "application/vnd.docker.container.image.v1+json",
6 "size": 1857,
7 "digest": "sha256:4e55f42a29ac8dee61615d444e56ff2540793dfecedb2429ead38059daff23c5"
8 },
9 "layers": [

10 {
11 "mediaType": "application/vnd.docker.image.rootfs.diff.tar.gzip",
12 "size": 2424145,
13 "digest": "sha256:e160e00eb35d5bc2373770873fbc9c8f5706045b0b06bfd1c364fcf69f02e9fe"
14 },
15 {
16 "mediaType": "application/vnd.docker.image.rootfs.diff.tar.gzip",
17 "size": 142,
18 "digest": "sha256:fa0567f79f61c181e889665fbdd38a58d80d61a0985669662f55124a65bd8e53"
19 },
20 {
21 "mediaType": "application/vnd.docker.image.rootfs.diff.tar.gzip",
22 "size": 153,
23 "digest": "sha256:4dba8d61437143d732c1d28612bf13317ad33d5416d0c22baa9a641cbdea21fa"
24 }
25 ]
26 }
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